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786

Bismillah al-Rahman al-Raheem means IN THE NAME OF ALLAH, THE MOST BENEFICENT, THE MOST MERCIFUL.
It is also said shortly as “Bismillah”. The total value of the letters of Bismillah al-Rahman al-Raheem is “786”. In
the abjad method of arranging letters of the Arabic alphabet each letter has an arithmetic value assigned to it
from one to one thousand. If you take the numeric values of all the letters of Bismillah al-Rahman al-Raheem,
according to the abjad order, the total will be 786.

This is an important phrase for Muslim people. Because the Last Prophet Mohammed (Peace be upon him) advised
Muslims to say these words at the beginning of every good work. He said: “Every work that does not begin saying
Bismillah al-Rahman al-Raheem is unfruitful.” At the same time, this phrase is written and read in the beginning
of every chapter (surah) of the Holy Quran.

In the Indian subcontinent these numerals became quite popular and are used as a substitute for Bismillah to
avoid writing the name of Allah or Quranic scripts on ordinary papers. (See business letters and envelopes in the
appendix)

I hope Inshah Allah (God willing) that there is Baraka (divine blessings) in all the work that I do.
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Pre-amble

In the first edition of the booklet I set out to complete the following tasks, which, I believe, have been accomplished.

To further research the lifestyles of Barbodhians living in Bolton in the 1970’s and thereafter. This second edition
is precisely that and I aim to interview more women and young people.

To secure funding to translate the whole of this booklet into Gujerati. Funding was received from various bodies
to translate the whole of the first and second edition of the booklets into Gujerati. 

To publicise this piece of work amongst the Barbodhian community and others in Bolton and beyond. The booklet
was publicised not only in Bolton but also around Greater Manchester and Lancashire. The booklet was also sent out
to all elected members / Councillors of Bolton Metropolitan Borough Council (BMBC) and to senior officers of BMBC.
The booklet was also sent out with a covering letter to all primary, secondary and special schools in Bolton. Excerpts
of the booklet were also printed in the Black and Asian Studies Association Newsletter 30. 

To create a Barbodhan website where information like this will be available for all. This has been an ongoing
development and you can read this booklet in Gujerati and in English on the website. The website address is
www.barbodhan.org

The purpose of the booklet is to inform the present and future generations of communities about when and where
members of the Barbodhan Muslim communities settled in Britain. I hope that it will be the catalyst for further
research and more in depth interviews. This must be done quickly before the entire generation of first arrivals passes
away. One must do this quickly whilst they are still alive and relatively young, healthy and active.
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Introduction & Background

Bolton is a unique town when you compare the make up of its visible minority communities to other similar towns
and cities. Certainly in Greater Manchester it is the only town where there is a larger Indian population than there
are other South Asian communities. If you were to break this Indian community up into the various religious and
regional factions you would find that contrary to popular belief there are a massive number of Gujerati Muslims living
in Bolton. And they have been living in Bolton since the mid to late 1950s. If you were to break up the Gujerati
Muslims into their places of origin you would find a startling number of Muslims from the Surat area. You need to
break this down even further to understand this booklet. About nine miles from Surat is a village called Barbodhan
and it is about the people from this village that I am going to portray in the booklet. 

Gujerat – The state and its people
Gujerat is a state situated on the West Coast of India and is bounded by the Arabian Sea on the west and bordered
by Pakistan on the north. The state has over 20 million inhabitants and is one of the richest parts of India. One of the
main industries historically was textiles and agriculture. The state capital is Ahmadabad and has been called “the
Manchester of India”. Although at one stage Muslim sultans and later the Mogul emperors ruled more or less the
whole of the area, currently you would find that only about 20% of the population of Gujerat is Muslim. (1) 
A popular surname amongst Gujeratis is Patel, which means landowner and originally the Patels were farmers. Not all
Gujeratis are Patels of course and there are other surnames that are more prevalent amongst the Muslim community. 
Gujarat is also known as the land of the Banias, where the Banias are seen as a mercantile community. 

Surat – The City
Surat is located on the southeast part of Gujerat. It was in Surat that Britain established its first foothold in India in
1612, when the newly formed East India Company got permission from the Moghul Emperor, Jahangir, to set up a
trading “factory”. Surat was then, as it is now, a very prosperous city, a centre of trade between India, Arabia and
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beyond. It remained Britain’s chief settlement on the West Coast until 1687 when Bombay succeeded to the title. Prior
to the British establishing themselves in Surat, the Dutch and the Portugese were already there and fought wars with
the British over this lucrative piece of land. The French also arrived later to settle and began to commence trading
relations with this historically prosperous city. 

The city of Surat was also called “Babul Mecca”, gateway to Mecca as it had a famous port. It was from here that
large numbers of pilgrims travelled, as Bombay did not really have a port at the time. Sir Monies Williams suggests
that the old name of the city was “Suraj” (sanskrit) for city of sun. A Muslim ruler wished to change the name to a
more Islamic name and converted it to “Surat” (a chapter in the Quran). Another story about the naming of the town
reveals that the Tapi River at Surat was used as one of the major ports for exports and also for Muslim pilgrimage to
Mecca. In Farsi/Persian languages, this was recognised as “Bunder – Khubsurat”, meaning a beautiful port. The word
Surat seems to have derived from this popular phraseology. During the Mogul regime Surat generally enjoyed peace
and rose to the level of one of the first and prosperous cities in India. During the first half of the 17th Century the
principal cargo of export from Surat was cloth, both silk and cotton.

The Arabs conquered these and other parts of India around 688 A.C. and large numbers of local people embraced
Islam. The Arabs called these local people “Bohware”. In Gujerati “Bohware” means buying and selling and was
associated with the area and the people’s acumen for this skill. The Gujerati version of this term is Vohra and that is
why Muslims from this part of Gujerat are sometimes referred to as Vohra Muslims. (2)
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Map of Barbodhan and Surat District

Barbodhan – The Village
According to local folklore the name Barbodhan
comes from the term “Babul Aden” or translated into
English this would mean “Gateway to Aden”. It is
known that in the early days Muslims travelling to
Mecca on pilgrimage passed through this small
village through to the seaport, hence the name. More
recently though the village Barbodhan was known as
the “Golden Village”. So the village is very old, with a
lot of character and history and the graveyard
suggests that Muslims were buried there some three
to four hundred years ago. Barbodhan is such a small
village that you would have difficulty locating it on
any old or contemporary map as I discovered writing
this. However the people of this village have made
valuable contributions in societies around the world. 

Travellers
From early times Barbodhians were interested in trade and commerce and travelled to foreign lands via sea voyages,
which took months from start to completion. In Burma, Barbodhians had many businesses and were very
entrepreneurial. For example Ebrahim Esmail Ghanchee, my great grandfather had various business interests (see
business letters and envelopes in the appendix). In Mauritius, Barbodhians were responsible for introducing
hydroelectric power to the Island as well as being involved in other trading and business concerns. 
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People left the village of Barbodhan in the early 1800’s for Burma and then from about 1840’s went to the Island of
Mauritius. Then came the migration to England from the 1950’s to the 1970’s. To a certain extent, with the way to
these Islands effectively blocked, Barbodhians then left for Canada thereafter, particularly in the 1980’s and 1990’s.
Historically speaking the Barbodhian travellers severed their links with Barbodhan, which can only be a detriment to
all Barbodhians.

In the mid to late 1950’s and early 1960’s non-white migrants or visible members of the minority communities were
very small in number in England. They numbered perhaps a few tens of thousands and that was all. This included
Indians, Pakistanis, Bangladeshis, Africans, Jamaicans and so on. This figure rose considerably over the years and the
1991 census quoted the number of visible minority communities to be around 5% of the total population. In Bolton
this figure according to the census was 8.3% of the whole population.

It is estimated that some 50 % of Barbodhians are living in England with the vast majority living in Bolton.
Barbodhians currently live elsewhere in Britain and sizeable communities will also be found in Preston, London,
Gloucester and Walsall, with smaller numbers to be found in Dewsbury, Ashton under Lyne and Birmingham; as well
individuals in many other towns and cities.

Personal Plea

I write this at a time when I am following a busy schedule of working full time, carrying out voluntary/community
work and having family commitments. I only work 37 hours per week and thereafter pursue a lifestyle that is quite
easy. In comparison to my father, like many others, who worked long hours and shifts at unsociable hours. He worked
at weekends and often did overtime to make ends meet. I also intend to highlight the hardship and plight that faced
the community when they first came.
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I write this on a voluntary basis and purely out of interest. I think that these records are long overdue and should have
been documented years ago. The other point I would like to add is that it is voluntary and that this point needs to be
reiterated. We need members of our community being involved in voluntary work for the benefit of others. So whether
that is assisting in a mosque, community centre, cricket club, football club or whatever, let the volunteers continue
with their invaluable work and give them encouragement. I would also urge Barbodhians to get out of their
home/recreational/business life and to start getting active on a voluntary basis. If you are Barbodhian reading this
then not only will you benefit but also others who need your support and assistance. 

Life is short. Every second, minute, hour, day, month and year that pass by we are making history. This piece of work
is unique and innovative and I hope other communities follow suit. It not only imparts knowledge and raises
awareness but also enhances self-esteem and confidence amongst the communities. 

Dispelling Myths

We often hear the term that “we’ve never had it so good” and it was Harold Macmillan in 1957 who coined the term.
But the economists describe the 1950’s and the 1960’s as the golden age for the British economy. As I write this in
2002 another golden age is also being described currently. In the 1950’s and the 1960’s the Government were actively
seeking economic migrants to came and carry out the work local white people refused to do. Currently the golden age
is attracting economic migrants/refugees/asylum seekers who are largely unwanted by the Government and by society
at large.

I have decided to write this second edition in 2002, over 40 years since my father first set foot on the shores of the
British Isles. It was 1960 when he came to England with the intention of working a few months or even a few years
to earn some money to send back home. One must remember that the elders of the community have now spent most
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of their lives away from their homeland. They have accustomed to the climate, the food, the air and all other
conditions in a country they once felt they could never get used to. My father who has been back to India and Burma
feels “Homesick” when he travels there. In other words he would rather be back in Bolton, England.

It must be remembered that apart from a few material possessions and a few English pounds, the first generation
literally left everything behind. Everything but their Islamic faith. Their faith is still firm. The longer they have stayed
in this country the more they have got accustomed to the customs, values and norms of the English way of life. It
must have also been difficult and painful to leave their parents and grandparents and also wives and children behind.
Although their wives and children were soon to join them in an “alien” land, their parents, in the vast majority of
cases, were never going to join them in England. I unfortunately was never personally able to meet any of my
grandparents whilst they lived. 

I was born in Bolton in 1969 at the Bolton & District General Hospital situated in Farnworth. I have never been to
India or Burma but would love to travel there one day, Inshah Allah (God Willing). There is a common saying in Bolton,
which is “Bolton born and bred”. I would go a few steps further and say, “Born, bred and buttered and probably will
be buried in Bolton”. This has been the fate of the generations of Barbodhians who made Bolton their home.

The first recorded Muslim burial in the Muslim plot at New Overdale Cemetery was in 1965. But Muslims were buried
elsewhere in unconsecrated ground at the cemetery even before 1965. There are too many Barbodhians to mention
but they are resting peacefully along with other Muslim brethren at the cemetery. May we remember all the deceased
Muslims and pray for them all. Ameen (Amen). 

My parent’s homeland, as in many cases involving Barbodhians, was not India. Home was for many Rangoon, Burma.
Now known as Yangon, Myanmar. Some came from relatively wealthy and comfortable lifestyles to one where they
were penniless and had to start from scratch. They suffered and built a life for themselves and their families. 
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The vast majority of Barbodhians were also educated and qualified in their respective fields. They were literate and
could read and write not only Gujerati but also Urdu. Like their forefathers who travelled to Mauritius and leant
French, those who came from Burma had learnt the native mother tongue language Burmese. They also had a good
understanding of the English language. Under the British Raj in Burma they were taught English. This probably said
something about their upbringing and values. 

My father came originally to Bradford, across the Pennines in Yorkshire to work in the mills. Many other Gujerati
Muslims and many other Barbodhians accompanied him. Other Barbodhians had also settled at the time in notably
Preston, Lancashire; Gloucester (Gloucestershire), and of course Bolton, which was in Lancashire at the time.

Methodology

I am particularly going to concentrate on the Barbodhians who settled in Bolton and try to give a factual account of
their lives. The period I will look at is between the 1950s and 1970s, primarily concentrating on the period from 1960
to 1979. 

It would also be useful for further research to consider the lifestyles of second, third and fourth generations
Barbodhians as the decades pass by.

Interviews have been carried out with members of the community who were the first to settle in Bolton and other
parts of the country. Remembering that these were one of the firsts of the settlers of the South Asian community.
Many other different groups, nationalities, and other communities followed them from the Asian communities and
other parts of the world.
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Interviewees were visited in their homes and asked a series of questions about life when they first got to England.
Most are straightforward interviews, others preferred to give their own accounts. There are also excerpts from a
community magazine, Bolton Evening News and the Commonwealth Games Exhibition.

Some of the questions I asked included, what were their working and living conditions? What did the local people
treat them like? What were the cultural norms at the time? How did they cope with cultural and religious change?
How did they cope without their families? Why did they come to England and Bolton? 

I also try to portray their lives through photographs taken from the period. I have gained permission from people in
the photographs to be used in this project.

Interviews with the survivors of the first settlers have been somewhat difficult. They hardly kept any diaries or any
records, hardly any photographs and they were all at the time of writing elderly or pensioners. I also felt that some
of the interviewees felt uncomfortable by being asked to talk about memories and close friends, some of whom had
passed away. And rightly so, many of the first arrivals have passed away (may Allah (God) reward them with success
in the hereafter). The vast majority of these are of course buried at the Overdale Cemetery in Bolton. 

Why and where did they settle in Bolton?

Bolton had been the centre of the Lancashire cotton industry since the 1850’s and the borough had offered jobs to
refugees from Poland, Ukraine and other Eastern European countries. A further influx of workers also arrived in the
mid 1950’s but this time they were from a different continent, with vastly different cultures and religions. 
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The vast majority of Barbodhians eventually settled in the Derby ward of Bolton. The ward at the time went on to
record the largest number of “Asian immigrants” in the Bolton County Borough. It still has according to the 1991
census the largest visible minority community living anywhere in the Borough. At the last count nearly 48% and by
the next count in the 2001 census the figure could rise to 75%. 

Like quite a few of the other wards, the Derby ward had many mills in the local vicinity, which presumably meant easy
access to jobs. The housing was relatively cheap to buy or rent. Also there was an established Barbodhian community
where they felt safe and comfortable. They settled in Bolton in the same way as British Ex-patriots choose to settle
in certain other parts of the world where there are other fellow Brits. 

In Walter Street, number 43, a mosque and madressa (Islamic teaching school) was established and this opened in
1965. It was used by the local Muslims to send their children for Arabic and religious preaching. It was also used to
pray Salaats (compulsory prayers). 1967 saw the establishment of Bolton’s first Mosque, which was situated on Peace
Street, Bolton. The building was bought in 1967 and used to be the Peace Street Methodist Church, whose members
merged with the Daubhill Methodist Church congregation, to form the St. Peters Methodist Society.

The large community of Muslims in the area also saw one of the first Halal meat shops, which was jointly owned by
Barbodhian brothers Murhoom Mohammed Yusuf Atcha and Hashim Yusuf Atcha on 219 Deane Road, Bolton. The
shop sold meat, grocery and chicken. It cost 2 shillings for a pound of meat at the time.

The first Barbodhian to arrive in Bolton was Suleman Moosa Patel, who I interview later on, in 1956. Other early
arrivals in Bolton were Murhoom (deceased) Isaac Yacoob Atcha, Murhoom Mohammed Yusuf Atcha and others. Many
other Barbodhians decided to follow their footsteps and joined them in Bolton as the years passed. They came mainly
from Bradford and Preston. Substantial numbers of Barbodhians who are living in Bolton in 2002 were either born in
these places or had their first experiences of school in these particular towns.
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Dawood Yacoob Rawat, with Martin Chadwick (L) & Susan Chadwick (R)
Great Lever, 1963



But in Bolton at the time there was the beginning of a large Barbodhan Muslim Community. Perhaps the largest single
group of people from one village in India.

Once they settled in the Derby ward many followed. They mainly lived in the streets sandwiched between Derby Street
and Deane Road. Colloquially these parts of Derby Street and Deane Road later became known by the local indigenous
people as the “Khyber Pass”. Both Derby Street and Deane Road were the main entrances to and exits from the town.
George Stephenson inventor of the famous “rocket” had an office in Derby Street when he was surveying the land for
the first local railway from Bolton to Leigh over one and half century ago. At the nearby Pikes Lane (Deane Road),
Bolton Wanderers first became famous before they moved to Burnden Park in the late nineteenth century. (3) 

Terraced Houses

My father who I also interview later on bought his terraced house on Isabel Street, number 26, for £403. That was in
1965. One of the other question I posed to the interviewees was how did they raise this type of money? 

Many of the streets that they used to live in and where their children were brought up no longer exist. The vast
majority of the terraced streets were pulled down, making way for new housing developments or recreational or
business use. This perhaps tells us something about the state of these properties at the time. They were very old and
in a state of disrepair. 

In the early part of the twentieth century, Gibbon Street, Isabel Street and Walter Street were said to be “common”.
Bill Naughton, the Irish Playwright, who made this part of Bolton his home, described these streets as not well kept
and where the owners of the houses were not house proud. A few hundred yards away in Maybank Street, where
spinners and overlookers lived, the houses were slightly superior. (4) The houses are still there in 2002, following
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renovations and refurbishment. The houses in Isabel Street and Walter Street and many other nearby streets had no
chance of survival and were demolished in 1979. 

The families who settled in these two up and two down terraced houses were living in overcrowded conditions right
from the outset. By the time they left and their homes compulsory purchased by the council, they were living in even
more desperate conditions. For instance by the time our family left in 1979 there were 7 people living in a two-bed
property. Beds were placed anywhere in the house where space allowed. Many houses were also adapted and people
added prefab extensions at the back to cope. These were small extensions by today’s standards and really made way
for a little more space in the kitchen. 

The vast majority of these were pulled down in the mid to late 1970’s. It is also important to point out that very few
members of the community went on the council waiting list. They rented property in the early 1960’s. The majority
went for home ownership once they decided that England could be a long-term place where they would live and bring
up their children. 

But they settled also in other areas in the early days namely on the outskirts of the town centre in Pool Street and
Kent Street. Once these houses were demolished the vast majority joined other Barbodhians in the Derby ward. 

“I found a strange country and unfamiliar surroundings. I did not know a soul, and the fogs and winter in London
upset me a great deal, but I soon settled down and was quite happy.” Mohammed Ali Jinnah, the founder of
Pakistan, of his arrival in Britain.

“Everything was strange, the people, their ways and even their dwellings… England I could not bear, but to return
to India was not to be thought of. Now that I had come, I must finish the three years.” Mohandas ‘Mahatma’
Gandhi, the founder of Independent India, of his time in England training as a barrister.
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Interview with Dawood Ahmed Kala [DAK] (DOB 06/11/32) on 12/08/2000

DAK came to England on 18th December 1960. He left behind a wife and two young children. He was aged 27 years.
He arrived by plane, Air France, from Rangoon to London. The ticket price at the time was around 4000 Kyat and this
was borrowed from family and friends. He got to Kings Cross Train station and boarded a train for Bradford. The one-
way ticket price was about £2 and two shillings. His belongings included one suitcase and £7. His destination in
Bradford was 13 St. Andrews Place, Bradford 7. When he arrived at Bradford Train Station the taxi drivers assisted
him with his luggage and dropped him off to 13 St. Andrews Place and did not charge him. He said the local people
were very helpful, friendly, hospitable and even respectful.

A Mr. Somloo, who originally came from Madras, and already had lodgers living there, owned 13 St. Andrews Place.
This place was jointly owned by Murhoom Mohammed Yusuf Atcha. It was a 6-bed house with 6 to 7 lodgers resident.
All the lodgers were young men and included other Barbodhians. He paid 10 shillings per week as rent.

His first job was working in a woollen mill and he worked here until he departed for Bolton. He worked from 1960 to
1965 at Daniel Illingworth and Sons (Bradford). His weekly wage was £8 per week and if overtime was to be done on
Saturdays then this would increase up the wages by £1.20 for 4 hours work.

In 1961 DAK bought his first house at 27 Cobden Street, Bradford 7, for which he paid £285. Money was borrowed
from friends. The house had 1 bed, an attic and a cellar with an outside toilet.

Bradford at the time, as now, was mainly Punjabi and Pakistani in the make up of the South Asian communities. Also
there were no shops at the time that catered for the religious and dietary needs of the Muslim community. Chickens
were bought from the farm and were then “halalled” (ritually slaughtered to be made permissible to eat) at the home.
Around 1962/63 saw the first grocery shops and halal meat shops in Bradford.
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In 1963 DAK’s wife and two children joined him from Burma. This was the year of “Beatle Mania” as my mother
always recalls.

In 1965 DAK went to Bolton. He bought a house at 26 Isabel Street, Bolton. This was bought for £403, 11 shillings
and 0 farthings. It was bought from an elderly woman and the purchase price included the furniture. Some money
had been saved up and he received £125 for the sale of his house in Bradford to a Pakistani family. Other money was
borrowed from Barbodhians. 

Why Isabel Street? The reason was that in the street lived other Barbodhians. They included Hussain Dawood Patel
(came from India), Ebrahim Yusuf Patel (came from India), Ebrahim Eusoof Atcha (came from Preston), Ahmed Cassim
Patel (came from India), Dawood Ahmed Patel (came from Bradford), Suleman Moosa Patel (came from Bradford), and
Ebrahim Ismail Patel (came from Bradford) to name but a few. Other Barbodhians also lived in the surrounding streets.

He came to Bolton via the local roads across the Pennines because at the time there was no M62 motorway. A van
was hired in Bradford and his belongings were brought over.

DAK’s first job after moving to Bolton was with Alder Spinning Company, which was based on Clyde Street, Leigh. It
was a 45-hour per week job and consisted of winding. The rate of pay was £18 per week. Leigh was about 8 miles
away and a company bus used to pick up workers from Bolton. The pick up point was at a bus stop on Derby Street,
near to the junction of High Street. 

DAK and his family were certainly not living in comfortable conditions. Because there was no bath in the house the
family had to go to the baths to wash themselves. Soon after he bought the house he had bathing facilities fitted in
the outhouse. The toilet was of course outside.
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Dawood Ahmed Kala & Murhoom Dawood Ahmed Patel
St. Andrews Place, Bradford



In 1969 DAK bought a car, a Hillman Imp for £125, but remembers that he had an Austin motor vehicle before this in
Bradford. His intention was to come over to England to work for a short period and to go back home. But as soon as
the family arrived and the children started their education here and with no future in Burma, he decided to stay. 

Interview with Dawood Mohammed Kala [DMK] (DOB 21/7/37) on 27/8/2000

DMK’s original decision to migrate was partly due to advice given, in the form of a letter, sent to Barbodhan by
Murhoom Ahmed Cassim Patel. In this letter Murhoom Ahmed Cassim Patel advised people to come to England, as
there were numerous job opportunities there. 

DMK came to England from Burma in June of 1962. Like many other Barbodhians his first experience of this new
country was a place called Bradford in Yorkshire. He spent a couple of months in Bradford before moving to Bolton
some two months later. The reasons given for this move, from Bradford to Bolton, was that there more job
opportunities in Bolton and also there were other Barbodhians already living there.

In Bolton his first lodgings was on 140 Deane Road, which was owned by Murhoom Isaac Yacoob Atcha. At the time
there were about 20 other men living in this property. 

DMK’s first job was with Balms on Bradford Street. It was general assembly work in a plastic factory. His pay was £6
and 6 shillings and he worked there for two years. The money earned paid for rent, bills and food. Disposable income
was sent back to India to support family there. 

DMK also worked at Sap (UK) Ltd. where other Barbodhians worked and he worked there for 3 / 4 years before going
to India for one year.
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He remembers that signs used to be put up by employers in Gujerati and Urdu, which clearly read “NO VACANCIES”.
A message to potential employees or the unemployed to stay away. A message, which could be unlawful nowadays
but certainly was not then.

DMK was renting property at the time in Morley Street and Isabel Street and other surrounding streets.

The first couple of years were difficult and DMK explained how terribly homesick he was and he wanted to return to India.

DMK says “that white people were very friendly and nice at the time”. On one occasion he goes on to explain how on
a cold and snowy day DMK got lost. He was not only directed but also accompanied home by a white gentleman, for
which he was very grateful.

In 1969 DMK bought his first house. It is the house where he and his family still live in to this day. The address, 24
Peace Street. DMK had some money saved up for this and obtained a mortgage. At the time the house cost him £1,000
and was quite expensive compared to other house prices in the area. DMK wanted this house for a number of reasons.
The Zakariya Mosque had been established in 1967 and was backing off on to Peace Street. 

Also the house unlike others had a garage and also the luxury of indoor toilet/bathroom. But the garage was not used
to store a car in! The garage was used to cook food for weddings and for catering purposes on a large scale. It was
also used by the Jamaat (gathering of Muslims) to cook their food. 

The house had to be bought because his wife and 4 children were due to arrive in 1969. So in a two bed property
slept six along with other close relatives who also lived there for some spells. So it was quite overcrowded from day
one. At one point DMK stated that 13 people lived in 24 Peace Street.
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DMK remembers that at the time all the community stuck together to help each other out. People were not
materialistic as they are nowadays. He also went to say that the winters were particularly bad in those days. When
snow used to fall it fell in inches. 

In terms of Salaats these used to be prayed at the makeshift mosque in Walter Street before the Zakariya Mosque
was established. Eid Salaats were prayed in the Drill Hall and at Silverwell Street Sports Centre. There were also some
reports of Eid Salaats being prayed in the middle of a park in Bolton.

Interview with Suleman Moosa Patel [SMP] (DOB 26/04/27) on 14/09/2000

SMP came to England on 24th December 1956. He was the first Barbodhian to come over from abroad. 

People living in Barbodhan or those living in Burma were not aware that SMP had actually gone over to England.
When elders of the community found out, there was some advice that was given to him and others thinking of
following his footsteps and that was that he should steer clear of alcohol. Others were even more cynical and they
stated that SMP had gone abroad to “walk the English man’s dog”.

SMP was actually encouraged by another Gujerati Muslim friend Mehmood Kazi to come and work in England via a
letter. Having established himself in England, SMP being a very early arrival also wrote to people like Dawood Gulam
Nalla and Idris Dawood Patel to come over as well. The former never did come over but assisted many people with
financial help.

SMP came over from Rangoon, Burma on a KLM flight. The ticket price was 2,400 Kyat and Dawood Gulam Nalla lent
this to him. The money was repaid very quickly.
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Bradford was the place that was to greet SMP and he lived in the Bradford 7 area with 8 other Muslims in a rented
property as lodgers. Other Muslims living with him were all Gujerati. But as I mentioned he was the only Barbodhian.

Having spent 9 years in the Bradford area, SMP then decided to move to Bolton. And it was in July of 1965 that SMP
joined Dawood Ahmed Patel in Isabel Street, Bolton. Along with his wife and their son they lived at Dawood Ahmed
Patel’s for about four months. No rent or lodging was paid and it was purely out of friendship that he lived there.

SMP’s first main job in Bolton was at Tootal Mill where he was a loom sweeper and his wage was around £20 he recalls.

From Isabel Street he moved to Kent Street, just off Vernon Street, to a property owned by Hashim Yusuf Atcha and
again he stayed there, because he was related, for a couple of years.

In 1968 SMP bought 31 Maybank Street, Bolton for £550. This was a typical terraced property with outside toilet and
it was here he lived until the family departed for Coventry in 1978. 

SMP states that English people living in Bolton were very “friendly and nice”, more so than the locals in Bradford. Like
many others he recalls that snow used to fall in many inches and life was not easy. It was very cold in the winter
months and the work was not easy either. They all had to rely on public transport, as car ownership was virtually
unheard of. 

Interview with Hussain Dawood Patel [HDP] (DOB 24/10/26) on 20/09/2000

What was fascinating about interviewing HDP was that he had kept a diary and record of exact details over the years.
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HDP came from Rangoon, Burma and his flight ticket cost about 4000 rupees. He did not have to rely on borrowing
money off any body.

HDP came to England on 16th October 1961 and the next day he found himself in Preston. A few days later on 19th
October 1961 HDP was in Bolton. He stayed at an address that we are familiar by now and that was 140 Deane Road. 
Living there at the time were four other Barbodhians including HDP and they were Ahmed Aboobaker Adia, Yacub
Ibrahim Patel and of course the owner Murhoom Issac Yacoob Atcha. The rent he paid was £1 per week. 

A few months later he moved to 159 Mayor Street and then a few weeks later to an address in Levy Street, number 1.

On the 26th April 1962 HDP moved to 35 Delph Street, Bolton. Other Barbodhians also lived there and they included
Murhoom Ahmed Eusoof Patel. There was a period then for a year when HDP left Bolton and ventured to Gloucester
and stayed there for about a year before moving back up North.

When settling back in Bolton it was the Derby ward that he found himself in and it was in July 1964 that he moved
to 41 Walter Street. This house was bought for £500 and was a typical 2 bed terraced property. He stayed there for
three years and then moved to the street up the road, which was Isabel Street. 

This was in 1967. The number of the house was 48 Isabel Street and this cost him £400 and was bought from a local
Barbodhian Dawood Ahmed Patel. In 1975 he moved to his current address at 19 Howcroft Street, Bolton.

HDP’s family moved to England in 1965 and therefore the first house the family stayed in was in Walter Street, Bolton.

The Employment history of HDP was as follows: -
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6/11/61 FS Shorrock Bolton
4/01/62 CG Calbreck Bolton
18/07/62 Sir John Holden Bolton
22/04/63 RA Lester Gloucester
1964 Bury Cotton Mill Bury
1965 Eagley Mill Bolton
1972 Wolfenden Mill Bolton
1975 Victoria Mill Horwich
1976 Swan Lane Mill Bolton

The main reason for emigrating to England was economic. He came to Bolton because he was aware of other
Barbodhians already living there. At one stage he did move to Gloucester because of increased employment opportunities.
Here though he mainly worked in the foundry and paper mills.

He cited high house prices as the reason for moving back to Bolton and he was glad that he did make that decision.

Murhoom Ahmed Eusoof Patel [AEP] (DOB 14/11/1922 – 11/01/2000)

The following extracts are taken out of Deane, Derby & Daubhill, Asian Community News and Writing Magazine. Issue
number 3 Spring/Summer 1988. I am grateful to authors Hanif Mulla and Bill Flynn for the reproduction of this.

AEP is the only person who was not alive at the time of writing. But I felt that his case study needed to be mentioned
for many reasons. He was one of the first to arrive in Bolton and his house was used often as a stepping-stone for
others. He was also a very influential person who many looked up to. In my view he was a leader.
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“One day, people were gossiping that so and so’s son is in England earning high wages and his family is well-to-do. But to
go to England by plane, costs a lot of money. Nobody knew, at the time, that because India was part of the Commonwealth
there were no restrictions on travel to England. You could just buy a ticket and fly, land at the airport, walk to the gate,
show your passport, get it stamped and walk out to get a train at the station. The travel agents knew, but they kept it to
themselves so they could charge more for their services. I found out by writing direct to the British Embassy. It was like
this up to June 1962 when new immigration laws restricted entry to relatives of those already here.

The people who came raised money from relatives or sold agricultural land, some deposited their land with the moneylenders
and borrowed the money off them. They arrived here with the addresses of those from the village who had come here before
and went straight to them. They were welcomed and given co-operation in such things as registering with the D.H.S.S. in
order to get a job. If I don’t forget, it was £2.17 per week in 1961 and out of this we had to give 10s.0d. a week to the
landlord for rent and £1.00 for food. Most of us went looking for jobs by walking round factories from 9.00am to 3.00pm.
Everyday it was the same, get up walk all round and come home and ask the others how they had done. If someone had
got a job, he’d help us by lending us money to send home to our families. This was how we lived by co-operation and helping
each other. At one time we had to live ten to twelve to a house, when more people got work they shared the money to buy
other houses. In that way houses increased as well as the new people increased up to June 1962. With saving, borrowing
and a lot of help, people were able to buy their own homes and call their wives and children over here.

The new immigration laws in 1962 were because times became slack and there was a shortage of jobs, so new people
were not needed. Even educated people could not get good jobs, but we had to because the land deposited with the
moneylenders, (in order to borrow the fare over here), was being claimed by them and we had to feed our families. I
tried my hardest to find a good job and went to many towns in search of it, but I failed. I accepted a dirty job, which
no one else would willingly accept. I worked as a labourer and cleaner in the cotton mills and did as much overtime
as I could get, in order to buy a house and call my family over.
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In my job, I proved myself as a useful, trustworthy, hard worker and my works manager insisted that I bring an
unemployed friend to this mill to work like I did. After a year or so I got a better supervisory job and by working in
this way I realized that my children would not like working this way. If you don’t want to drag your children into this
kind of job, you must sacrifice yourself to give them a good education until they can go no further and not run after
money by making them leave school to look for work.

Anyway, I called my eldest son from India when he was eight and admitted him to school. I went to work and looked
after him as well. As I used to live with my friend and a relative, it was not such a big problem for my child to be left
without me sometimes. But I cared for him well and took an interest in and supported him in his education. Then my
wife came in 1966 with three daughters and two sons”. 

AEP ends his account in the magazine by saying the following “ Also do not forget to remember God, whatever your
religion, because without the help of the Almighty, you can’t achieve anything”. 

Although he is no longer present here with us we can all remember him in our prayers. Ameen.

Interview with Hafsa Ebrahim Atcha [HEA] maiden name Hafsa Eusoof Atcha (DOB 06/06/32) on 1/10/2000

This was my first interview with a woman. Along with my mother, Salima Dawood Kala, and a few others, HEA was
one of the first women to come from Burma/India.

This obviously meant that her husband Murhoom Ebrahim Eusoof Atcha arrived before her and that was some six
months earlier than HEA.
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HEA came from Rangoon, Burma in 1962 and was one of the families who started life in Preston at 64 Bedford Street.
The family had one son, at the time, when they came from Burma. Another son was to be born in Preston, which is
where they lived for two years until they moved to Bolton.

In 1964 they moved to Bolton and the reason for moving was that jobs were hard to come by in Preston. When they
first moved to Bolton they lived at HEA’s brother’s house at 10 Pool Street, just on the outskirts of the town centre.
Obviously no rent or lodgings were paid whilst the family stayed there. And this is where they stayed for about a year.

In 1965 they bought a house in Isabel Street, number 31. This cost them at the time £350 and they had to pay a £50
deposit. Two daughters were born there. HEA also explained that it was her and her husband who encouraged Dawood
Ahmed Kala to purchase a house in Isabel Street when he was moving from Bradford. Their next move was to 303
Derby Street in 1968 and this cost the family £1,000. The property no longer stands there and was demolished. Their
next and final move was 392 Derby Street, which cost them £5,000.

HEA said that they lived, at the time, in the sixties in hard times. She said that the toilets were outside and even then
they were old style. There were no washing machines so as in India/Burma the clothes had to be hand washed. Coal
fires used to exist and then paraffin heaters. She also said that it was colder in those days.

Because houses at the time had no baths/showers they had to improvise and create makeshifts baths in the outhouse,
remembering that the men had an opportunity to go to the baths for a wash. Women did not and therefore it was
essential that something within the comfort of their own homes was created and that is exactly what people did.

I asked HEA why all the people I had interviewed so far had come from Burma and she responded by saying that a
Barbodhan Waqf Trust used to exist and they assisted people by borrowing them money for flight tickets.
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There were times when her husband was out of work, like many others in the early part of the sixties. “For a couple
with one child we used to get £7 from Labour”. The family used to send money to India and they used to manage to
send something regularly. HEA had to work hard. She used to sew clothes in the house. She also used to feed up to
12/13 men, who had to pay of course for the cooking services of HEA and her cuisine. These men were mainly of
Barbodhan background and were probably married but their wives and children were in India/Burma. 

But in the early days there were not many women about and she used to think of home a lot. There was little or no
halal meat. Once every fortnight Tahir Hussain Ghanchi used to go to the farm to get live poultry. Instead of meat
they used to have canned vegetables, which meant quite a staple diet with little variation.

Because HEA’s husband arrived in 1962, I asked if they had encouraged any other friends/relatives to come over and
she replied that Usman Eusoof Atcha, her brother, was actually written to in India. A few months later after receiving
their letter he also arrived in England. 

HEA said that in the sixties she felt safe and secure living in England. She mentioned that you could leave your front
door open and unlocked at most times and need not worry. The folk were friendly and she cannot recall instances
where she felt abused or threatened in any way by the local English people.

Interview with Ayub Mohmed Adia [AMA] (DOB 20/06/37) on 15/10/2000

The following are the words of AMA. He took time out to type this out himself.

“I was born in village Barbodhan, District. Surat. India. In June 1937. I went to school to study Gujerati. When I was
14 years old my father called me to Rangoon, Burma because he wanted me to study English. So I went with my elder
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relative to Burma. I went to register my name in the school. But the school was closed for summer holidays. But there
was another school open for night classes so I went and registered my name there. I studied English for 10 years form
1951 to 1961. 

My first job was as a typewriter mechanic at the Globe Typewriter Co. Maung Talay Street, Rangoon. I worked in this
company for 10 years up until 1961.

Then in 1961 I wanted to come to England to make a better life for myself. I came to England in the month of August
1961, with my friend. We arrived at Heathrow Airport. At that time in England there was no immigration restrictions. If
you were born in any Commonwealth country and you had a commonwealth passport then you could come to the UK.
From the Airport we came to Euston train station and our destination was Preston. The reason for Preston was because
we had a contact and an address of a friend who was already settled there. The next day we went to the Employment
Department to register our names. They told us that we would get £3, 10 shillings and 0 every week until we got jobs.
The Assistant Board at the time also helped us with the rent, which was £1 a week. The food was cheap and we could
live off the money available to us.

My friend and I tried everyday to find any kind of jobs. But at the time unemployment was very bad. We could not
find a job for about 3 months after we had arrived. My first job was at Courtaulds in Preston. It was a textile mill and
I started as a winder. My wage was £17 weekly. I worked in this company for three years.

I then got another job at Leicester Office Equipment based in Cheltenham, Gloucestershire. Again the wage was £17
weekly. I worked here for about three years. I then wanted to come back to the north because a lot of friend and
relatives had settled in Bolton. I came to Bolton from Cheltenham and I got a job at Sir Richard Arkwright Co. Ltd.
(Tootal) on Adelaide Street, Bolton. My job was a Ring Jobber. I had to look after the spinning machines and my wage
was £20 weekly. I worked in this company for about 11 years until the company was closed and I was made redundant.
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At the time textile workers got wage increase of £1 every year. I later got a job at Holdsworth Ltd. China Street, Bolton.
This was also as a ring jobber to look after spinning machines. I got £30 weekly wage here. I worked in this company
for 6 months and that was the last job I did in England”.

AMA like the vast majority of other Barbodhians came from Burma and the reason given was that the Barbodhan Waqf
Trust was there to help the needy. AMA though did not rely on the trust and instead received financial help from his
brother-in-law. He borrowed money from him and later paid him back. The ticket price was around 4-5 thousand rupees.
The friend that he came with was another Barbodhian, Murhoom Ahmed Aboobaker Adia. Together they settled first
in Preston at another Gujerati Muslim’s house where other Barbodhians had already settled.

AMA also said that the early periods were fairly difficult, as there was little in terms of employment with plenty of
“no vacancies” signs up.

He came back to Bolton from Cheltenham because there were no other Barbodhians there apart from in nearby
Gloucester. Also he explained how he suffered in terms of a lack of appropriate halal food.

AMA came back to Bolton in 1967 and his list of temporary addresses were as follows: - 
8 Pool Street, Bolton at Osman Eusoof Atcha’s
10 Pool Street, Bolton at Yacoob Ismail Adia’s
11 Birkdale Street, Bolton at Ahmed Suleman Raja’s (by this time in 1969 his wife had arrived)
21 Howcroft Street, Bolton at Ahmed Moosa Patel’s

In 1969 he bought his first house at 13 Walter Street, Bolton. It cost him £300 and he had to pay £100 deposit. The
remaining £200 was agreed to be paid off at £2 per week, without interest. It was of course a typical terraced without
a bathroom so AMA had to build a bathroom outside, which was adjoined to the toilet.
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Ayub Mohammed Adia



The English people were not nasty and were not particularly friendly either. Having said that he felt over his working
period he did not feel that he suffered from any discrimination or “colour bar”.

Excerpt from Our Commonwealth: Our Home Exhibition (2002)

Ayub was born in 1937 in Barbodhan, a village in Gujarat, northern India. 

His father had a 20-acre farm, cultivating wheat and rice. Servants farmed it while he worked away in Burma, a trader
selling aluminium pots in the markets of Rangoon. The family, like many in the village, were much-travelled merchants
– Ayub’s grandfather and uncles owned a clothes shop in Mauritius.

In his village school Ayub was taught only Gujarati, and so when he was fourteen his father summoned him to Burma, to
learn English. There he found a daytime job as a typewriter mechanic, and for the next ten years he attended night school.

I stay both things… In the daytime, the job working - eight hours working - and, at night-time, going to the school
two hours… Yes, very long day… Every night for ten years… 

In 1961 he felt the urge to come to England.

I had friends coming here… I been to the airport to say goodbye… Then they write to me… say - “England very nice…
You come here… And the factory very nice… And the money you can make - better four times than India and Burma…
In one week, what you make in one month.”… So I want also to come to England to make a better life here…

In August 1961 he arrived in England. He had brought only £3 with him from Burma and, out of this, he had to pay
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for his train up to Preston. He took the night train, arriving in Preston tired and cold at 4 o’clock in the early morning.

The very next day, he registered at the Employment Office, where he was told he would receive £3.50 a week until he
found employment.

One pound rent to landlord… One pound to eating, for food… One pound still in your pocket… Very very cheap
then, everything, at that time…

He stayed in a small house where seven other people were living. They shared the beds on a shift-basis.

Somebody is working on a nightshift so, in the daytime, they go to work and somebody come and sleep here in
that bed…

Very quickly he had to learn how to cook.

When we come here, we even don’t know how to fry the egg, so my friend – when he come home from work – he
cook… We go looking what kind he is doing… And we learn from my friend… 

The first thing Ayub learnt to cook was “chapatti and the rice and the curry”.

For three months, he went from factory to factory, enquiring about vacancies.

Every day when we get up after breakfast, we go out, looking for work… Everywhere, “No… Come back in a month.”…
First time when I come here, I feel very happy… But after, few weeks later, I feel sad… I don’t find work. 
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But eventually he got his first job – in a Courtaulds’ textile mill. There were many other Asians working there, as well
as Italians, Poles and Maltese. He worked as a winder for six months, and was then transferred to the spinning
department, where he stayed for the next three years.

In Preston, at that time, there were no mosques.

Only we pray in the house… And some festivals like Eid, we go to a big house to pray… One time we have to pray
in the Preston Park outside… About 6-700 people… And it was snowing that day!… In December… The English
people, they very interested… The Evening News come, they photograph us… They write down the story - that the
Indian have prayer in snowing time. 

In 1967 he moved to Bolton. A great number of friends and relatives had recently travelled there from India and
Burma. Job prospects were good in the town, with a lot of work in the textile mills. A year later, Ayub married Maryam,
from his home village, Barbodhan. He bought a house for three hundred pounds.

The house owner say, “You give me £100 deposit, and the £200 without interest.… Then girl come every weekend…
take £2 every week.”

Ayub found a job at the Sir Richard Arkwright mill – a Tootal’s mill – in the spinning department. He worked there for
the next ten years. Early on he was promoted to the post of ‘ring jobber’, responsible for maintaining the machinery.
For this he had to receive training from the incumbent ring jobber who was about to retire. 

I am put with old fellow to learn everything… Frank something… A small fellow… He used to chew tobacco… He
teach me everything… They choose me because I was a typewriter mechanic before… Also they say, “Your mind
also working very nice, so you will learn quickly.”… 
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I learned easily - about six month time, everything… Then the old fellow is coming part-time in the afternoon,
looking I do everything all right.

Ayub enjoyed working at Tootals - they paid well enough; there was a factory shop where you could get discounts on
clothes; you could take Indian food to the canteen and warm it up; and he had many friends there he could talk to. 
But in 1980 the mill closed. It was an old mill and the factory would be moving to Ireland. The manager informed the
workers six months before closure. 

So everyone very sad… And some of our Indian people they cry also… They ask me, “Where will we find a job?”

With the recession biting deep, many failed to find new jobs. For six months Ayub managed to find work at
Holdswoth’s mill, but then he was laid off. Unemployed and unable to find work, his health broke down. He contracted
tuberculosis. It was two years before the illness finally cleared, but then almost immediately he fell seriously ill again,
this time with stomach ulcers and high blood pressure. Due to ill health, he has never been able to work since.

He had always enjoyed working.

Because in this country, if you are not working, your body is very cold… When you are working, your body is
getting warm… 

But he is happy he settled in Bolton.

People very nice in here… Very friendly… But everywhere I go, I like it… India, Burma, England… Everywhere.

He has many relatives now around the town.
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About 15-16 houses… And from our home village, Barbodhan, about 500 houses also in Bolton.

Ayub’s sons were born here. Ebrahim in 1969, and Maqsood, three years later. Early this month of May 2002,
Ebrahim became a councillor, elected for the Derby ward in the local elections. He is one of only three Asian
councillors in the town. 

Ayub has been back to India just once since leaving – in 1975 when his father was very ill.

I miss India because it’s my country and I born there… I miss it, yes, and I want to go… some time, yes… If the God
give the life… But not to live… To visit. (5)

Interview with Mohammed Hanif Eusoof Rawat [MHER] (DOB 22/02/43) on 15/10/2000

Before I start I must mention that MHER was the person responsible for providing a number of photographs that are
included in this booklet and I am grateful that he has given me permission to use the photographs.

MHER came from Burma in December of 1961 to England. He came via Pakistan International Airways from Rangoon,
Burma. He was also another person who did not rely on the Barbodhan Waqf Trust. Instead he received help from his
brother who gave him money for his flight ticket. The price of the ticket was around 4-5 thousand rupees but he
cannot remember exactly.

MHER travelled together with another Barbodhian who settled in Preston, Ismail Moosa Atcha. Together with one other
person, he came by taxi from London Heathrow to Preston. The taxi cost each passenger £30. The rough weekly wage
at the time was around £15 and the state provided about £3 in benefits. So in terms of cost it was very expensive.
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In Preston they got off at 26 Tuition Street at another Gujerati Muslim’s house. But other Barbodhians were already
living there. They included Dawood Hussain Atcha, Tahir Hussain Ghanchi, Yusuf Hussain Ghanchi and Ahmed Eusoof
Patel. He stayed here free without paying for lodgings or boarding.

Two months later he went to Bradford and the main reason was that at the time the employment market in Lancashire
was fairly depressed. He went to seek work in Bradford. His destination was an address you have been quoted earlier
and that was 13 St. Andrews Place, Bradford 7. It took MHER some 6-7 months before he eventually found
employment. In the meantime he said that the social paid him £3 per week. This was sufficient to pay for rent, food
and enough to save and send to India to his mother’s. He spent around 3 years in Bradford before deciding to move
to Bolton in 1964.

His first address where he lived in Bolton was 22 Kent Street, which was owned by Hashim Yusuf Atcha. He also found
work relatively quickly at Sap (UK) Ltd. in Farnworth. His wages for working night shift was £17. At this address he
spent two years before moving to 48 Isabel Street at the home of Murhoom Dawood Ahmed Patel. He spent a further
two years here before moving to his brother in laws at 35 Cross Ormrod Street, Bolton.

In 1967 MHER went to India to get married. In 1969 he came back to England at the same address. In 1969 his first
job after returning from India was at Alder Spinning Company in Leigh. Eventually in 1971 MHER bought his first house
at 60 Cross Ormrod Street for £700. He said that it was a council mortgage. 
His neighbours were both white and very helpful and he encountered no problems. 

Interview with Mohammed Yusuf Atcha [MYA] DOB (30/04/40) on 09/12/2000

MYA was a relatively late arrival and came to England in 1967 from India. The exact date was 15th January 1967.
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He arrived by an Air Sabina flight and landed at London Heathrow Airport. The money for the flight ticket was paid
for by his father. Once landed at Heathrow MYA was collected by Ebrahim Yacub Atcha and his destination was 112
London Road, which was owned by Ebrahim Yacub Atcha. From London Euston they caught a train for Preston.

MYA lived at 112 London Road for just 1 week before moving to Bolton. At the time there were three other
Barbodhians living at the address.

His first night and first few months were spent at 41 Walter Street, which was owned by Hussain Dawood Patel. No
rent was paid and he also used to get his meals provided for. It was at this address that he stayed until June 1967
when he moved back to Preston.

During the short spell that he had in Bolton MYA’s first job was at Mansel Hunt Paper Mill. His wage was £10 and 10
shillings. At the time there was no mosque in Bolton, as Zakaria was bought but was undergoing some work and
renovation. So Salaats were prayed at 43 Walter Street.

MYA liked Bolton compared to Preston because there were more Barbodhians living in Bolton. He strongly felt that,
as a relatively late arrival he did not have to suffer the hardship others had to face particularly those who came in
the late 1950’s and early 1960’s. 

It’s a small world

Mohammed Yusuf Atcha, affectionately known as “butchu sani” was walking out of the post office in the middle
of Bolton town centre in 1974. As he was leaving an elderly English gentleman was walking into the post office.
Mr. Atcha held the door open for the English Gentlemen to which he responded with a thanks and then in Hindi
said, “Aap kaha se ayeh, India or Pakistan” (Where do you come from, India or Pakistan)
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Mr. Atcha was slightly astounded as here was an English person talking in Hindi. 
Mr. Atcha replied "Meh India se ayeh" (I am from India)

The elderly gentleman then said "Aur India se kaha se ayeh" (Where abouts in India are you from)
Mr. Atcha assumed that the gentleman would not know specific villages and cities and so replied "Meh Bombay se
ayeh" (I am from Bombay)

The gentleman then probed further and asked Mr. Atcha "Aur Bombay se kaha se ayeh" (Where abouts in Bombay are
you from)
Mr. Atcha replied "Meh Gujarat se ayeh" (I am from Gujarat)

The man then asked "Aur Gujarat se kaha se ayeh" (Where abouts in Gujarat are you from)
Mr. Atcha replied "Meh Surat se ayeh" (I am from Surat)

The man then asked "Aur Surat se kaha se ayeh" (Where abouts in Surat are you from)
Mr. Atcha was shocked as here he was in the middle of Bolton town centre having a conversation in Hindi with an
English gentleman. 

Mr. Atcha said "Meh Barbodhan se ayeh" (I am from Barbodhan). Mr. Atcha then started explaining where the village
of Barbodhan was in geographical terms to Surat. "It is some nine kilometers west of Surat…" Mr. Atcha was stopped
in his tracks by the gentleman who said "Meh jhar ta who" (I know it well)

As they got to know each other, the gentleman said that his name was Mr. Jackson and that he lived near the Bolton
central fire station. Mr. Jackson went on to say that he was based as a soldier or civil servant in India and Burma. He
frequented the village of Barbodhan as there was massive lake there where they used to go swimming, diving, fishing,
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shooting to name a few of the leisurely activities. Mr. Jackson said that he had many photographs of this part of India
but unfortunately Mr. Atcha never met this gentleman again as they failed to exchange personal details. 

To conclude what a small world we live in.

Interview with Ismail Suleman Atcha [ISA] (DOB 16/09/31) on 22/12/2001

At the age of 29, ISA left Burma to come to England. He arrived on 20th March 1961. The flight was from Rangoon (Pan
American Airlines). The ticket price was paid by his Uncle Murhoom Dawood Ghulam Nalla who was also his employer
at the time. They had a large wholesale outlet retailing aluminium tableware goods to small retailers within Burma. 

ISA arrived with a couple of other Barbodhians. They were Ismail Kadir Jeewa and his brother Murhoom Mehmood
Kadir Jeewa, and they already had a brother Murhoom Ibrahim Kadir Jeewa and cousin Abdullah Suleman Jeewa in
Darleston, West Midlands. This is where he stayed the first night on English soil and headed for Preston the following
morning. Once in Preston he arrived at 112 London Road, Preston. This was Ibrahim Yacoob Atcha’s address and this
was the first contact point, together with Murhoom Haroon Mehmood Patel’s address, for almost all Barbodhians who
arrived in Preston. The following day he came to Bolton to 140 Deane Road, Murhoom Isaac Yacoob Atcha’s address.
Like his brother’s place in Preston this was the first contact point in Bolton for Barbodhians. The above helped out a
lot of people during this period in there time of need, giving the individuals the much needed break to settle in and
adapt to the changing lifestyles, systems and challenges that lay ahead. 

It was in Bolton that he had his first taste of employment. A local textile mill within the Derby ward, which is no
longer there. Due to ill health he had to give the job up as he had been suffering from bronchitis since 1954. Because
of the damp and cold climate of this country, which did not help the situation, he went back to Preston.
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Mohammed Yusuf Atcha (middle row, second from right) & Suleman Dawood Nalla (middle row, second from left)
School cricket team, 1960



He worked at several places during the following period with other Barbodhians (1961-1963).  
Talbot Mill, Chorley (Courtaulds)
A S ORR Mill Bamber Bridge 
Talton Mill, Southport (Carrington Viyala Branch)
Joe & Bar, Preston

His role at the above places ranged from Labouring, Weaving, Winding and Bleaching.

He was lodging in Preston during the above period and all the landlords were fellow Barbodhians, Murhoom Haroon
Mehmood Patel, Murhoom Dawood Hussain Atcha and Mohammed Ali Ghanchi. 

It was in 1963 that he decided to move down to south to a little place in Wiltshire called Mere Town. He worked as
a kitchen porter at the Old Ship Hotel. This was a complete unique experience; working environment, location and the
people were a complete contrast to the mill towns of Lancashire. As part of his employment conditions,
accommodation and meals were provided. He was on a complete vegetarian diet for the duration of the stay, which
was about 8 months. This was because there was no halal meat with in the locality and he did not venture out much
because he was on his own.

He moved back to Bolton in 1964 where he was unemployed during this period. He was lodging at the following
addresses.
Usman Eusoof Atcha - Pool Street.
Hussain Dawood Patel-Walter Street.
Murhoom Ibrahim Eusoof Atcha- Isabel Street.
Meals were provided at Haroon Suleman Raja- Ramwell Street. 
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When he got back to Preston in 1965 he was lodging at 11 Primrose Hill at Mohammed Ali Ghanchi’s property. He
stayed here till January 1968. During this period his wife and son joined him from India, which was in July 1967. Also
during this period he was working at Joe & Bar in Preston and Talton Mill in Southport. Places where he had worked
previously. He bought his first property in January 1968, which was 16 Delaware Street, Preston for £800.00. He had
most of the money and borrowed some from relatives. Also living in Delaware Street at the time was a fellow
Barbodhian Murhoom Ismail Mohammad Limaliya with his family.

He remained in Delaware Street until August 1971 and by this time there were two more introductions to the family,
a boy and a girl. ISA also had lodgers and they were his brother Hashim Suleman Atcha, first cousin Mohammad Yusuf
Atcha and a harijan from Barbodhan kali’das. ISA sold the property to a fellow Barbodhian, Murhoom Dawood Hussain
Atcha. The family still remains at this property.

In August 1971 the family moved to Bolton for good. The reason being was that his immediate family was residing
there and the Barbodhan community was growing. He rented a property in Oak Street and this was where the final
introduction to the family arrived, a baby boy. In December 1971 he rented a property in Isabel Street from a fellow
Barbodhian Ishak Dawood Atcha. He later bought this property for £1000.00 in September 1973.

At the time fellow Barbodhians were living in Isabel Street, They were
Hussain Dawood Patel & Family, Dawood Ahmed Kala & Family and Murhoom Dawood Ahmed Patel & Family.

Between 1971-74 he was unemployed. From 1974 –77 he worked at the following mills around Bolton with fellow
Barbodhians.

Victoria Mill Horwich.
Howe Bridge Mill Atherton.
Laburnum Mill, Atherton.
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ISA went to India in 1977 for the first time in 17 years with the family. The main reason for going to India was that
his dad had just passed away.

His dad Murhoom Suleman Ismail Atcha was someone who was actively involved within Barbodhan. It was during his
time as a trustee that the new Madressa was built. (May Allah reward him with success in the hereafter). ISA arrived
back with his family in March 1978 and joined Kelly Bright Mill in Tyldesley. This was his last place of employment and
he worked there until 1980. At this time they also left Isabel Street, which was under notice for compulsory purchase
by the council. The street was demolished with several other streets in the area and it was an end of an era. 

From 1980-89 the family resided at the following addresses 17 Olive St, 42 Howcroft St and 22 Hopefield St. Also
within this period his wife Fatma Ismail Atcha together with fellow Barbodhian Hawabibi Ibrahim Patel were employed
by Bury Darul Uloom to supply chapatis. When they started they were making 300 chapati’s a day and by the time they
had finished it was 800 a day. The chapattis were produced at 27 Maybank St. Murhoom Ibrahim Patel’s property. 

Interview with Ahmed Suleman Atcha [ASA] (DOB 29/04/37) on 29/12/2001

ASA left Barbodhan for Burma with fellow Barbodhians Murhoom Haroon Kasim Atcha and Hashim Yusuf Atcha. ASA
arrived in England in 1962. Everything was prepared for him to come to the United Kingdom by his Uncle Murhoom
Dawood Ghulam Nalla. The flight from Rangoon to London was with Pan American Airlines. Once in London the
destination was Murhoom Haroon Mehmood Patel’s address in Preston; several Barbodhians were lodging at this property.

ASA lived in Preston until 1966 and during this period he worked at several places. ASA’s first job was at a carpet
warehouse in Preston, followed by a sweet factory in Southport. ASA also worked at Joe & Bar in Preston. A typical wage
for a week was £10.00 gross and £15.00 with overtime. He was working with fellow Barbodhians at the above places.
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It was in 1965 that he got married by telegram. Fellow Barbodhians Murhoom Tahir Hussain Ghanchi and Murhoom
Yusuf Hussain Ghanchi also got married about the same time.

In 1966 ASA moved to Bolton. By this time his wife had arrived from India. They lived in lodgings with a fellow
Barbodhian and his family, who was, Murhoom Suleman Ismail Ghanchi in Bamber Street.

Also in 1966 he gained employment at Laburnum Mill in Atherton. ASA’s duties ranged from spinning, doffing and
winding. ASA worked here until 1974. In 1966 he bought his first property at 5 Robert Stanley Street for £900.00,
which was pretty steep for that time. The reason it was expensive was because it had an inside bathroom and a prefab
kitchen. ASA said he got a corporation mortgage to pay for the property, which worked out cheaper. 

The following Barbodhians lived in Robert Stanley Street from 1966-76. They were Murhoom Mohammad Moosa
Atcha, Murhoom Ibrahim Eusoof Patel, Murhoom Abubakar Mohammad Adia and Murhoom Yusuf Dawood Kala. (May
Allah reward them all with success in the hereafter). Robert Stanley Street was demolished in 1976. 

In 1974 ASA went to India and stayed there for 18 months. He arrived back in the UK in 1976 just 3 months before
his dad passed away. The main reason for him coming back was Murhoom Mohammad Ahmed Atcha informed him
that his property at Robert Stanley Street was under notice for compulsory purchase by the council. He received
£4000.00 for this property and bought a property for £6000.00 on View Street.

From 1976-92 he was in employment at the following Mills with fellow Barbodhians.
Million Mill in Leigh.
Kelly Bright Mill in Tyldesley.
Swan Lane Mill in Bolton. 
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L-R (standing): Ismail Moosa Atcha, Ahmed Suleman Atcha, Dawood Ahmed Kala, Ismail Suleman Atcha
L-R (seated): Hashim Suleman Atcha, Ebrahim Ayoob Nalla, Suleman Dawood Nalla



At the above places he worked on the nightshift in the winding section. During this period he moved once more from
View Street to Goldsmith Street. 

Interview with Ahmad Ismail Jeewa [AIJ] (DOB 01/01/30) on 30/12/2001

AIJ’s father left Barbodhan for Burma at the age of 15 in 1903. AIJ was therefore born in Burma.

AIJ left Rangoon for London and the flight was with Pan American Airlines. He arrived in England on 30th August
1961. AIJ was one of the lucky one’s as his ticket price was paid by his dad. AIJ joined up with fellow Barbodhians at
Ibrahim Yakub Atcha’s property, which was 112 London Road, Preston. He managed to receive help from the Assistance
Board, which was approximately £3.00 per week. Ibrahim Yakub Atcha took him down to the Assistance Board. He
moved to Darleston in the West Midlands a fortnight later.

From 1961-64 AIJ mainly worked and lived around the Midlands. During this period he worked at the following places.
Pothero Tube Company in Wednesbury.
Doverston Limited in Darleston.
Newport Council (South Wales).

He worked and lived with fellow Barbodhians, Murhoom Hussain Mohammad Adia, Murhoom Ahmad Kassam Patel and
Murhoom Hashim Eusoof Jina, (May Allah reward them all with success in the hereafter). The wage was £8-£10.00 per week
gross. While working at Doverston Limited he managed to get an employment voucher for Ibrahim Mohammad Jeewa. It
was on that voucher that Ibrahim Mohammed Jeewa came to England in 1964. In 1964 he worked in a hotel near Great
Malvern for 7 weeks as a kitchen porter. He found his fellow colleagues very helpful and understanding and he enjoyed his
working experience during this period. He came back to Bolton in 1964 and fellow Barbodhians got him a job at Eagley Mill.
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As a labourer he used to get £12.00 a week gross. AIJ was working with fellow Barbodhians Murhoom Ahmad Moosa
Patel, Murhoom Ahmad Kassam Patel and Murhoom Yakub Kassam Patel. (May Allah reward them all with success in
the hereafter). Hussain Dawood Patel was also employed there. AIJ was lodging at Washington Street, Bolton during
this period with fellow Barbodhian Sikander Ghanchi.

In 1966 he stayed at Bolton Royal Hospital for a hernia operation and was in hospital for a week. AIJ also stayed at
a rest home but for only one week because he did not like it. 

AIJ went to India in 1966 and came back in 1968. Thereafter AIJ took up employment at Wolfenden Mill with fellow
Barbodhian Murhoom Ishak Suleman Patel. During this period he was lodging at fellow Barbodhian Murhoom Dawood
Ahmed Patel’s property in Isabel Street. He went back to India in 1972-74.

AIJ worked at Howe Bridge Mill, Atherton and Alder Spinning Company, Leigh. AIJ also bought his first property in
1978 in Maybank Street for £3000.00. AIJ’s family arrived in 1978, with his dad, who was 90 years of age at this time.
He left his job in 1985 to care for his wife and has been doing ever since. They live at Auburn Street now since leaving
Maybank Street in 1989; the property at Maybank Street has now been demolished. 

Interview with Suleman Dawood Nalla [SDN] (DOB 23/04/39) on 01/01/2002

SDN left Rangoon on the 21st June 1962 it took him 2 days before he got to London. The reason for this was that the
flight from Rangoon was to Bangkok with Thai Airways and then he went from Bangkok to Paris via Calcutta, Bombay
and Karachi with Trans world Airlines. It was with Air France that he made his final part of the journey from Paris to
London. Once in London he made his way to Euston to catch a train to Preston and arrived at 11 Primrose Hill where
he met up with fellow Barbodhians.
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SDN just arrived before visas were introduced for people coming to England from India. They came in to operation
from about the 1st July 1962. 

SDN’s first job was at Preston Docks at a general warehouse company and the job was hard as it involved a lot of
physical work. He left after a fortnight. He registered with the employment services where he received £3.35 if the
landlord showed that he was paying £1.00 rent. If he paid less rent the amount of dole money would have been reduced.

In 1963 he moved to Gloucester to join up with his uncle’s Murhoom Haroon Kassim Atcha and Murhoom Ibrahim
Kassim Atcha. He worked at a local plastic company specialising in plastic covers. Within a year he came back to
Preston and worked at the following places.

AS Orr Mill, Bamber Bridge
Joe & Bar Mill, Preston
Ribble Leather, Preston

He moved back to Gloucester to support his uncle run the grocery/halal butchers shop.It was at this time that he felt
that he wanted to come to Bolton where there was a growing Barbodhan community. When he arrived in Bolton,
fellow Barbodhian Abdul Hamid Mohammad Atcha got him a job at Sap UK Limited in Farnworth. He also worked at
Laburnum Mill, Atherton with other fellow Barbodhians. It was during this period that he was lodging at fellow
Barbodhian Yakub Ismail Adia’s house. SDN went to India to get married, which was in September 1967, and by this
time he had become a British Citizen.

When he came back from India in October 1968 he had a wife and child with him. They lived temporarily at Gibbon
Street and the property belonged to Suleman Ibrahim Atcha, his father in law. He bought a property in 1969 on Gilbert
Street for £450.00. In the same year he got a job at Alder Spinning Company in Leigh in the winding section. SDN
worked there until 1975, when he went to Canada. Also during this period he sold the property at Gilbert Street for
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Suleman Dawood Nalla with Faruk Atcha
10 Pool Street, Bolton



£950.00 and bought a property on Maybank Street for £1600.00. This property had an inside bathroom and toilet,
which was a luxury in those days. The whole property had an electric line but no gas; fellow Barbodhian Murhoom
Isaac Ibrahim Atcha supplied the gas line for him. The family stayed here until 1975. He sold the property to fellow
Barbodhian Murhoom Mohammed Jeewa (Maurisia Mota) for £2500.00. 

The family moved to Canada in 1975. During this period Canada’s immigration system was relaxed and they were
accepting immigrants especially from the commonwealth countries. SDN made an application to call his brother Iqbal
Dawood Nalla from Barbodhan but this did not work out and the family returned back to England after 14 months.
It was during this period that several Barbodhians moved to Canada.

When they came back they stayed at Suleman Ibrahim Atcha’s property, his father in law, on Deane Road for some
time. He then bought a property on View Street for £3000.00, paid £2000.00 in cash and the balance was paid by
monthly instalments. Later on he exchanged this property with his father in law who had a smaller property on
Howcroft Street who also paid him cash on top.

From 1976-1990 he worked at the following places with fellow Barbodhians.
1976-78 Howe Bridge Mill, Atherton.
1978-89 Kelly Bright Mill, Tyldesley. 
1989-92 Swan Lane Mill, Bolton.

In 1989 the family moved from Howcroft Street, which was under notice for compulsory purchase and ready to be
demolished. They then moved to 8 Hopefield Street, Bolton which is there current address.
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Interview with Hashim Yusuf Atcha [HYA] (DOB 23/08/45) on 29/01/2002

HYA came to England when he was only 17 years old. His journey started from the village of Barbodhan on the 3rd
January 1962. His flight ticket price was £189 for a single ticket, which was paid for by his father. His journey took
him to Calcutta first where he stayed for about 11 days at Arafia Musaffar Khana (Guest House). He then went on to
Rangoon, Burma where he stayed for 2 weeks at the house of Dawood Nalla. From there he set off for England via
stops at Dakka and Karachi.

He said that in them days there were no modern aircraft and that is why the journey had to be made in stages.
HYA’s intention of coming to England was for a holiday only and to visit friends. He said that he did not have to come
to England to work because his family were relatively well off.

On the 26th February 1962 HYA arrived at Heathrow airport where he stayed overnight at a friends house. The following
day he boarded a train for Bradford. His destination was 13 St Andrews Place. His brother Murhoom Mohammed Yusuf
Atcha jointly owned this property. Other Barbodhians were also living there and they included Dawood Ahmed Kala and
Mohammed Hanif Yusuf Rawat. In Bradford there were about 10 other Barbodhians living there.

HYA’s first job was at the John Pressman Mill, Preston Street, Bradford 7. His wage was £4 and 10 shillings per week.
He used to pay rent of 15 shillings and used to cook his own food. He had leant how to cook from the other men that
were living at 13 St. Andrews Place. For a brief period HYA also worked at Daniel Illingworth and Sons.

In 1963 HYA bought his first house at 12 Cavendish Street, Bradford 7, off Lady Lane. The house was bought for £650,
with a £150 deposit paid. The remainder was paid at £6 per month without interest. This was sold in 1964 and it was
then that HYA moved to Bolton. The main reason was that the pay was better than in Bradford for comparable jobs
and also because there were many other Barbodhians who had settled in Bolton.
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HYA first lived at 10 Pool Street, the home of Osman Eusoof Atcha. This was a three-bed house and other lodgers were
also living there and they were Murhoom Ebrahim Eusoof Atcha and Salim Atcha. His lodging partner here for three
months was Yacub Laharia.

HYA bought his first house at 22 Kent Street for £400. He paid a £50 deposit and the rest was to be paid via a mortgage.
He said that he had to work hard. His first job was at SAP UK (Ltd), Harrowby Street, Farnworth. He worked 6 nights,
8 hours a day. He worked here for a year and his wage was £19 gross, £12 net per week.

In 1965 HYA bought a shop at 219 Deane Road from a G. Fowler. The shop was bought for £1,000 cash and Murhoom
Ebrahim Eusoof Atcha borrowed £400 to him. The shop was bought in partnership with his brother Murhoom
Mohammed Yusuf Atcha with the intention to open a grocers/halal meat shop. This was one of the first halal meat
shops in the Bolton area. The shop also sold general groceries. The correspondence for the shop was dealt with by
Ebrahim Haroon Ghanchi, who despite living in Bradford, used to deal with the paper work.

The chickens were halalled in Adlington at the farm owned by a Mr. Jim Jolly. HYA used to go himself to halal the
chickens and Suleman Moosa Patel accompanied him. The meat used to be delivered from Bradford but for a brief
period the meat did come from Wigan. 

HYA said that the shop was very popular and very busy amongst Muslims and non-Muslims from all over Bolton. In
1968 his wife Asia Atcha came over from India. In 1969 the partnership with his brother of the shop was dissolved.
HYA tried to set up as a haulage contractor and due to a lack of experience failed in this trade.

It was in this year that HYA bought a house at 152 Quebec Street for £700. This is where he stayed for about 5 years
before moving back to 22 Kent Street in 1974. In 1975 the family then moved to 37 Thomas Rostron Street, where
other Barbodhians also lived. 
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Interview with Salim Ayoob Atcha [SAA] (DOB 24/05/40) on 03/04/2002

This interview took place with SAA more than 40 years since he came to Bolton.

SAA came to England on 21st March 1962 via Rangoon, Burma. He paid for his own flight ticket and came on a Pakistan
International Airways aeroplane. He came with another person by the name of Mohammed Moden (Rander) via Rangoon.
His parents and family owned a company supplying aluminium pots and pans. This company was called AH Atcha and
Co and was owned by Ahmed Hussain Atcha, Ayoob Hussain Atcha (his father) and Ebrahim Hussain Atcha.

When nationalisation took place in Burma in 1964 his parents family business was lost and subsequently his parents
and uncles went back to Barbodhan, India. His parents and uncles could not survive without an income and that was
the reason for leaving Burma.

When SAA first arrived he had difficulty in adapting to the weather, the housing and missed home. When he first came
to Bolton in 1962 there were very few Barbodhians as they were either in Preston or in Bradford. When he first arrived
SAA used to eat at Hafsa Ebrahim Atcha’s house. There was no halal meat so they had to go themselves to a chicken
farm on Wigan Road and “halal” the chicken themselves.

SAA first arrived in Bradford at Murhoom Mohammed Yusuf Atcha’ property, 13 St Andrews Place at about 4.00 am
and by 7.00am he was on his way to Preston to 120 London Road, owned by Ebrahim Atcha. He stayed here for about
a month and then moved to Bolton. This was because he found employment at Holt Hosiery as a Knitting Machine
Operator. His wages was £12 a week. Whilst in Bolton he lived at 35 Delph Street, which was owned by Murhoom
Ahmed Eusoof Patel and he paid rent £1 per week. There were other Barbodhians living there and they were Aboobaker
Adia, Murhoom Ahmed Aboobaker Adia, Usman Eusoof Atcha and Yacub Patel. SAA lived here for about 6 weeks
before moving as a lodger to Wigan Road, Bolton.
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Here SAA lived with an English family by the name of Mr and Mrs Paddly and paid them £1.50 per week, but this
included his own bed, own kitchen and own bathroom. Mr and Mrs Paddly treated him like a son and were very
friendly. SAA shared his lodging with Arif Ashraf. SAA left Holt Hosiery to work at Balm England (Off Bury Road) but
his wages were only £8 per week as his shift was not unsociable and not very long. There was a reason he chose this
type of shiftwork, as SAA wanted time in the daytime to study. 

In 1962 SAA remembers the first Bhakrah Eid namaz (Eid Ul Udha), which took place at a Turkish Dance Hall on
Bradshawgate. At the time there was no mosque and at the gathering there were some 30 Muslims present including
other Gujerati Muslims and Pakistanis. Around 1963/64 SAA used to go to Nevada Roller Skating Rink. He was the
only Asian person who used to skate in those days and was treated like a friend and not an outsider. Around this time
SAA also enrolled at Bolton College to do an auto mechanic course. Again he was the only Asian person on the course
and he successfully completed this 2-year course. 

Around 1964/65 SAA set up a grocery business on St George’s Road. This was only the third of its kind in Bolton
catering for the Asian communities. The property was rented from Yacoob Ali (Rander). The business did not work out
as SAA used to work and did not have the manpower or close relatives to help him out. 

Around 1965/66 SAA bought his first property in Bark Street for £50. The following year he bought another property
on Derby Street for about £200. SAA also owned another property in the early 1970’s on Ellesmere Street. SAA and
Mohammed Nissar Atcha jointly owned this and they allowed Yacub Adia to run a madressa there. In 1971 SAA went
on a Government Training Course and studied a radio and TV course. 

SAA now lives in Canada.
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Ismail Patel, Azam Ghanchi, Mohammed Hanif Yusuf Rawat, Hashim Atcha



Dawood Yacoob Rawat profile sent on 01/02/2002

“My name is Dawood Yacoob Rawat. I was born in Barbodhan, District Surat, Gujerat State in India.

I came to England on the 4th December 1961. On my arrival in London, I realised I had somehow lost the addresses
of my cousins who were staying in London. I travelled with two friends, Mr Mohammed Kotwal and Mr Hashim
Atcha. They then suggested that I travel with them to Preston. We caught a British Rail train to Preston arriving in
the early morning.

I stayed at 26 Tuition Street, Preston which was owned by Murhoom Mamoo Rawat and Yusuf Rawat (two brothers).
I was very grateful for their hospitality and for letting me stay in their house free of charge. I was also thankful to
Murhoom Dawood Hussain Atcha and to Murhoom Taher Hussain Ghanchi for their hospitality.

During the week we used to look for work and at the weekends all the Barbodhanias used to meet at 112 London
Road, which was owned by Ibrahim Atcha and Murhoom Haroon Patel. We would discuss the job situation and suggest
ways of finding work. After two weeks I found my cousin’s address in London and as Murhoom Mamoo Rawat was
going to London, I asked if I could travel with him. He dropped me off at my cousin’s place, which was 15 Cruikshank
Road, London, E15. I stayed with my cousins for ten days but was unable to find work in London. My cousins and my
Gorima were going back to Mauritius in a few days so I decided to return to Preston.

In Preston again, we started to find work and also around the surrounding areas like Blackburn and Darwen but had
no luck. One weekend at a Barbodhania meeting at 112 London Road, my brother in law Murhoom Bhai Maurice
suggested I should go to Bolton for a few weeks and try to find work in Bolton. Murhoom Bhai Maurice wrote a note
to Mr Yacoob Bemat and Murhoom Isaac Yacoob Atcha asking them to look after me and help me find work. I stayed
with these gentlemen at 140 Deane Road and started looking for work in and around Bolton.
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After three weeks I found work in a textile mill in Farnworth as a general hand. My duties were to sweep the floor,
sew carpets, foam the carpets along with other general duties. After two years I found another job in Swinton Carpet
Mill, also called Cellular Plastic in Worsley. I was a maintenance man helping engineers, plumbers and carpenters. The
money was good and as it was teamwork we all got on well.

In 1965 I started working as a bus conductor for Bolton Corporation Transport. As a bus conductor I worked some of
the well known routes such as no’s 8, 10, 12, 35 and 40. The job was good and varied and I enjoyed meeting all kinds
of people from all walks of life. In April 1966 I got married and moved to London, which is where I have lived for 35
years. I miss Bolton with its friendly people. I would like to end by relaying my thanks to all the family, friends, relatives
and the people of Bolton and Preston who helped me out in my time of need. Thank you”. 

Interview with Zainab Dawood Patail [ZDP] (DOB 15/06/31) on 24/04/2002

This is an interview of a classic extended family who have lived together since the 1960’s and still all live together
under one roof.

ZDP came to Bolton in 1970 from Barbodhan, India. Her husband Murhoom Dawood Ahmed Patail arrived via Rangoon,
Burma in 1962. He did not receive any help from the Waqf Trust and raised the money for his ticket himself. Murhoom
Dawood Ahmed Patail first came to Bradford in 1962 and then in 1963 moved to Bolton. He moved to 48 Isabel Street,
Bolton and the house was bought for about £600.

Murhoom Dawood Ahmed Patail moved from Bradford, as the wages were much better in Bolton. He was not the
only one of course; there were many other Barbodhians who followed. In 1964 their son, Gulam Dawood Patail
arrived in Bolton at the age of 14. Gulam Dawood Patail went to the local secondary school at the time, which was
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Sunninghill (now a primary school). His command of the English language was limited and the school laid on extra
English classes for those who were struggling with English.

ZDP stated that she cried a lot when she first arrived in Bolton. She said that it was bitterly cold and she wore several
layers of clothing to keep warm. The homes were not very warm and the heaters were on for days at a time. Added
to this was the fact that the toilet and the bath were outside. She also felt that she was stuck in the home and could
not freely wander out of the house. By the time ZDP arrived, halal meat shops had been established and she mentioned
the Atcha Butchers on Deane Road, Bolton. ZDP said that her neighbours of Isabel Street very friendly. But the general
feedback was that life was not easy and that the family had to endure considerable hardships. 

1973 saw one of the first Barbodhian weddings at the Emmanuel Church Hall, Vicarage Street, Bolton. The Marriage
was held at Emmanuel Hall. Food was cooked at the home Murhoom Khadija Hussain Patel in Isabel Street, and was
cooked by the women themselves and then transferred over to the Church Hall. All the Barbodhan Villagers from
Bolton and beyond were invited to the wedding function. In 1974 their son was born, Irfan Gulam Patail. The extended
family left their home in 31 Isabel Street in 1980 when the street was under a compulsory purchase order from the
Council. In December 1980, ZDP’s husband passed away in Bolton and was buried in New Overdale cemetery, Bolton. 

Interview with Ebrahim Ayoob Nalla [EAN] (DOB 09/11/43) on 02/05/2002

EAN was born in Barbodhan. He came to England on 25th December 1962. He came via Rangoon, Burma and came
on a Pan-American Airlines flight to London Heathrow. The ticket price was about £82 and was paid for by his
father, who had his own aluminium pots/pans business. EAN was accompanied by an Abu Amirat, who settled in
Preston. Their first week was spent in London at the home of an Abbas Tai and thereafter they travelled to Preston.
EAN’s first address that he lived in Preston was 12 Almond Street. A few months later EAN moved to 11 PrimRose
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Hill, off London Road, a property owned by a Barbodhian Mohammed Ali Ghanchi. Rent and lodgings at this place
was £2 and 63 pence.

EAN’s first job was with Atkinson’s Bedding Furniture and he was the only Asian person at the firm, where he worked
for about two and half years. His wages here were £3 and 70 pence. EAN then moved to Preston Docks working with
metal shifting labour and stuck with this for about 1 year. The wages were £4.50 pence.

In 1967 EAN moved to Bolton. He lived at an address in Prim Rose Street, off Manchester Road. EAN worked for FA
Shorrocks in a “drying machine” job. His wages were £5 per week with rent being paid at about £1 per week. In 1968
EAN moved to Nottingham to look for other jobs as he and others were struggling to find suitable work in Bolton.
Five months later he moved on to Walsall, as he had no luck there either.

In Walsall EAN worked at a place called Metro Leyland (Darleston). His job title was universal grinder and pitter. His
wages here was £11.32 and he only paid rent of about £1.25. He worked here until 1971 when the company went bust.
As a result EAN was forced to return to Preston at a cotton factory where he was involved in winding. His wages were
only £7 per week. He lived at 11 Primrose Hill.

Between 1972 and 1974 EAN worked at John Barnes Knitting factory where he earned at one time £34 per week
during the miners strike. In 1973 EAN bought his first home in Preston at 40 Grafton Street. In 1974 EAN went to
India and moved to Bolton in 1976.

His first job was in the Tootal Mills at Sunnyside. He lived at the address of Murhoom Tahir Hussain Ghanchi at
Parliament Street. He lived here rent-free. In the same year in 1976 EAN bought his first property at 37 Gibbon Street,
Bolton. This cost him £300 and consisted largely of his own savings. He lived here with his three children. In 1978 EAN
moved to 15 Howcroft Street, Bolton. He bought this house for £3,700. The family are still living at this address.
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Generally speaking EAN said that early days were hard work, the neighbours were very friendly where they looked out
for each other and the doors were left unlocked at night. EAN over the years has been heavily involved in voluntary
work and helped many families in their time of need, whether that be at funerals, weddings or other functions. EAN
was and still is one of the main cooks who spends countless hours preparing and cooking food for the many hundreds
of people who attend community functions. 

Interview with Hawa Bibi Mohammed Atcha [HBMA] Maiden Name Hawa Bibi Ebrahim Atcha (DOB 02/07/37)
on 23/10/2002

HBMA arrived from Barbodhan, India in 1967. She arrived by Air India and the flight ticket payment was saved up by
her late husband, Murhoom Mohammed Yusuf Atcha. Mr. Atcha had come to England as one of the first Barbodhians
in 1957 and settled in Bradford. Mr. Atcha came via financial help of others. Once in England he was instrumental along
with a few others in influencing other Barbodhians to come and work in England. They did this by writing letters and
others then followed by coming to England via Burma.

Mr. Atcha was at the heart along with others such as Mohammed Ali Ghanchi (Preston), Murhoom Mohammed Ahmed
Atcha and Murhoom Ebrahim Atcha in setting up the Barbodhan Muslim Welfare Society (UK) in the early 1960’s. 
He stayed in Bradford for 5 years before moving to Preston for 2 years. In 1964 he settled in Bolton. His wages at the
time was £3 per week and he had to pay for his lodging and send money to India as well.

HBMA came straight to Bolton and settled on 219 Deane Road. Her husband had by this time set up one of the first
Asian Halal Meat / Grocery shops in Bolton. There were no other Asian shops on Deane Road at the time. The shop
was set up in 1965 in partnership with his brother Hashim Yusuf Atcha. Suleman Moosa Patel used to work there but
the business was assisted with the help of other Barbodhians as well such as Dawood Mohammed Kala and Ahmed
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Ismail Jeewa. Other young Barbodhians like Salim Kala and Azam Ghanchi also helped in the shop. They all helped by
plucking and skinning chickens in the shop.

HBMA came with her two sons Raees and Anis who were both toddlers. HBMA did not like her first experience of Bolton
and England. She felt it was dark, cold and wet. No amenities for women and the house just had an outside toilet. After
the birth of their third child Fatima in 1967 on Deane Road the family moved out and lived in rented property on
Oldham Street and stayed here for 3 years. Their Fourth child Idris was born here. The family then moved to nearby
Morley Street where their fifth and sixth children were born, Jameela and Sophia.

Hawa Bibi Mohammed Atcha with Murhoom Mohammed Yusuf Atcha



In 1973 the family moved to their current address on Derby Street. Once again there were no other Asian shops there
apart from Quintins and a sweet shop owned by Murhoom Ebrahim Eusoof Atcha at 303 Derby Street. Other
Barbodhians lived in near by Gibbon Street, Baumber Street and Robert Stanley Street. The shop on Derby Street was
bought with the sale of their house on Morley Street and by borrowing money from other family and friends. The
shop was bought complete with goods, which were kitchen utensils and hardware. Mr. Atcha ran the shop until
1978, which was when the shop was converted into a butchers.

HBMA felt that both her children settled well in school when they first arrived in England in 1967. Raees went to
Sunninghill School and Anis went to a nursery at Pikes Lane, Deane. Her neighbours were very friendly and used to
regularly look after the children, if the need arose. HBMA like many others felt that the early days were tough going and
they had to simply get on with life. Financially they struggled to make ends meet. Lived in houses without baths, sofas
and carpets. On a positive note though crime or the fear of crime was virtually non-existent. A far cry from 2002.

Umar Faruk Dawood Ahmed Kala – (DOB 18/08/56) – Born Rangoon, Burma - Profile sent on 15/10/2002

When arrived in England where did you come from – India/Burma 
Arrived in England in October 1963 from India

Exact addresses where lived 
27 Cobden Street Bradford Yorkshire (1963 to 1965)
26 Isabel Street Bolton Lancashire (1965 to 1978)
131 High Street Bolton Lancashire (1978 to 1988) 

If lived in Bolton were there other people from Barbodhan living there.
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Yes, other people from Barbodhan lived in Isabel Street.

How did family raise money to come over?
Father came to England in 1960. Worked in the textile industry in Bradford; bought first house in Bradford
and sent money to support family in India (Wife and two sons). Also saved money for travel of family from
India to Bradford England.

How did the family raise money to buy first house?
A combination of own and borrowed money from family and friends.

First experience of school, which school, name of teacher, any other people from Barbodhan in School or class. Could
they speak English? How did other children and teachers treat them?

Attended St Andrews Junior School, Lister Hills Road area of Bradford initially then “bussed” with other Black
and Asian children to Wapping Road Junior School. This school was on the other side of town. Could not speak
any English – had to learn very quickly. Got treated very well by other children and teachers.

Did you go to Madressa, which one? Name of Teacher/s in Madressa.
Attended Madressa in Villiers Street, Bradford. Then at Walter Street, Bolton initially and then Zakaria 
Mosque. Teachers included Mohamed “Molbi” of pitta bread fame at Walter Street. Molvi Nakhuda, Yusuf 
Motala, Ibrahim Bobat, amongst others at Zakaria Mosque. 

Recreation activities
Used to play football & cricket at “Walter ground”, Quebec Street, Bolton and also at Emmanuel Church, 
Cannon Street, Bolton before the building of the Health centre. Also used to play on the playground of 
Emmanuel Junior School. Used to organise football and Cricket competitions with young people from 
Blackburn Road and Hindu young people from Deane Road. 
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In the mid to late seventies involved in Bridgeman & High Cricket team playing in the local park leagues and
Bridgeman & High football team playing in an Asian league set up by reps from Blackburn, Bolton and Preston. Other
recreation included going roller-skating at Nevada and nightclubs in Bolton and the North West and as far afield as
Carlisle and North Wales (basically, anywhere they played good black music), going to the YMCA to play snooker, table
tennis, table football and generally “hang about”. There was mixed group of young people from a Surti and Bharuchi
background who would do everything together. Namely, the late Mohamed Aslam Atcha, Aslam Atcha (Azzy Ted), Bilal
Adia, Amin Atcha, Mehmood Ugradar, Suleman Badat, Mohamed Tanya, Iqbal Limbada, Isak Wazir, Hanif Lasania,
Hanif Chohan, Yusuf Jama (Pops), Ibrahim Ikhariya. 

Did they you go watching professional sport e.g. Bolton Wanderers?
Used to follow the Wanderers all over the country during the 1970s and 1980s with some or all of the above.
We were very well known amongst Bolton fans and one or two of us had a reputation for being “hard”. As a
result, this reputation gave us the credibility to walk around Bolton at night with very little trouble. In short
everybody knew us. Those that did not know us soon got to know about us. 

Your first job. Where was it? How much did you get paid? Did they save up or give to parents/family.
First job – served an engineering apprenticeship at Silcoms on Rishton Lane, Bolton.
First pay packet - £8 something per week. All was given to parents.

Did you miss home – India/Burma?
No

Your first car, what was it? How much did it cost then?
Mini – cost £200 
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Did you go on holidays breaks i.e. Torquay
Regular holidays to North Wales (Colwyn Bay) initially and then Torquay. This would be during Bolton 
Holidays. More often that not we would travel and then find accommodation. Sometimes we would book
in advance. 

Any other good/bad memories that you are willing to share
Generally happy memories of that time. However, this was an era when there was an influx of Asians from 
East Africa into the UK and the emergence of the skinhead culture and their “Paki bashing” ethos.

There did not seem to be too much racial violence against Asians at the time. This was probably due to the fact that
young Asian people in Daubhill and Blackburn Road being able defend themselves against racists. 

Do you remember who from Barbodhan was the first to get married amongst your friends/peer group? Where was the
wedding?

Think it was Amin Atcha who got married to his first wife.

Do they remember their first Eid namaz/celebrations? Did they go anywhere special? 
Used go to Rusholme in Manchester during Eid festivities.  

Yusuf Ahmed Pate (First published on Monday 8 July 1996 in Bolton Evening News) - “Yusuf makes a name for himself”

When Yusuf Pate tells people his name they think there must be some mistake. Surely it should be Patel? Well, it used
to be until Yusuf decided his business interests would be best served with a more indigenous-sounding surname. He
simply followed the example of generations of American immigrants and changed his identity slightly.
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Abbreviating Patel is not something he has heard of before but he does know of a gentleman called Khan in the
Midlands who now spells it Kahn to make it seem more Jewish.

Yusuf Pate, aged 38, who is married with a son and another baby on the way, has been proprietor of Bex Complete
Office Supplies of Broadhurst Court for 8 years. “On one occasion I rang a Bolton company and when I said I was
called Patel I could not get past the switchboard,” he said today. “When I rang back and gave my name as Pate I found
myself speaking to the managing director.”

Yusuf, a Muslim, officially changed his name to Pate last July and rather enjoys explaining it to friends, relations and
customers. “When I give people my business card they ask me if I have missed the ‘L’ off. “It is a talking point.” Yusuf,
who has stood unsuccessfully as a Conservative candidate in Bolton Council’s Derby Ward, is a magistrate and a non-
executive director of the Community Healthcare Trust in Bolton. Recently he has started writing the popular East
Meets West column in Friday’s Evening News.

All this is some distance from the time he arrived in Bolton, aged eight, on Christmas Day, 1966. He found Bolton
somewhat different to the hot and dusty Indian village of Barbodhan in Gujerat State, which his father had left six
years earlier for work in the textiles industry here.

The seeds of a business career began when Yusuf started selling yoghurt door-to-door at the age of nine. Initially he
could not speak a word of English when he went to Clarendon County Primary School and attended special language
lessons with other children at the former Victoria School in Bridgeman Street. By the time he got to Hayward Modern
School he was helping out as an interpreter here and there.

After leaving with seven CSE’s he served an apprenticeship in tool-making in Blackburn before deciding to spend three
years full-time at Wigan College studying for “O” levels and an OND in engineering technology. After taking a year
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out to work with Bolton Community Relations he went to Bradford University for a BSc honours degree in industrial
technology and management. By the time he got to Hayward Modern School he was helping out as an interpreter
here and there. Afterwards he worked in the careers service in Oldham for three years, had a spell as a training
development officer with CLEEA Training in Bolton and ran a newsagent’s shop in Bridge Street.

All this experience proved invaluable when he established his computer repair and maintenance business aimed at
schools, solicitors, doctors and companies.

“I am a Bolton lad through and through.” (6)  

Concluding Remarks

The men folk arrived first, not with any intention of settling in England. Thereafter their wives and children joined the
men. The men folk lived together in accommodation where they shared lodgings and even beds. For the first generation,
their average year of arrival was 1961. 

From the evidence collected it is clear that life was tough for the first Barbodhians when they first arrived. It was an
alien land and they did not know the language particularly well. It was very cold and wet in the winter months. They
had left everything behind. They did not have appropriate food to eat.

I was surprised to hear from most of them, that jobs were hard to come by and many were unemployed for short
periods at a time. When they did get employment most people had to travel some distance and a few people have
stated they worked in Farnworth and even in Leigh. Others left the area and went further a field to places like
Gloucester. Even when successful with gaining employment it was usually job to job and factory to factory, usually
on the recommendation of existing workers. 
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Salima Dawood Kala with family
L-R: Misbah Kala, Siraj Kala, Imtiaz Kala & Ibrahim Kala



The English on the whole were friendly, welcoming and had good relationship with their new neighbours. But some
barriers were placed by employers against Asian people who were simply seeking work, like “no vacancy” signs. The
Bolton Evening News reported in an edition on Tuesday, November 7, 1967 that workers from Edbro were lobbying
Bolton MP’s to vote against strengthening the Race Relations Act and they felt that British workers should be given
preference to immigrants for jobs. Some of the factors above may have contributed to reports at the time that
some wanted to return home. 

The Bolton Evening News in it’s edition on Monday, June 3, 1968 reported that “A survey has revealed that more
than one in eight of Bolton’s coloured immigrants interviewed want to leave Britain and go back home.” The vast
majority lived comfortably with the wages that they earned or the monies they received from the state. They even
had enough to send back to their loved ones in India. Nearly all interviewees also raised and contributed to charitable
causes in India. This was in addition to any Zakat (a form of tax obligatory on all Muslims) that they had to pay. The
earnings also enabled the interviewees to pay back their debts for flight tickets. 

The majority of Barbodhians came from Burma and not India. They came via Burma because the Indian Government and
the authorities there refused to hand out visas to nationals travelling to Britain. Some received help from individuals and
wealthy businessmen and the Waqf Trust in Burma. This illustrated the community spirit at the time and the advantages
of community working, which sadly is in decline today. The community spirit was also demonstrated by the way that
friends and family used to live “rent free” as lodgers. On some occasions guests used to have their meals provided as well.
This was also demonstrated in the way they all congregated in Bolton. 

Despite starting lives in Bradford and Preston, and moving to other places such as Cheltenham, Gloucester, the West
Midlands and Wiltshire many Barbodhians returned to Bolton. The main reason given was that there were other
Barbodhians there and that they had relatives and friends in Bolton as well.
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Despite being educated and having the ability to communicate in several languages the vast majority were never
promoted to desirable positions. Indeed the vast majority of Barbodhians were “under-employed.” The Bolton Evening
News reported the following in its edition on Wednesday, December 28, 1966 “Asian immigrants who used to be
teachers in their own country are now working in cotton mills in Bolton.” 

The property owning democracy started for these people, not in the 1970’s and 1980’s but in the late 1950’s and 1960’s.
Very few obtained mortgages and loans from the banks or the council. Instead they saved up and borrowed interest
free from other family and friends to purchase their own homes in Bolton. Renting a house from the Council and going
on the waiting list was not an option either. For me the “white flight” started then with older indigenous folk passing
away, the white population becoming more affluent and moving out of the most deprived and disadvantaged areas and
the Asian population moving into these areas because of affordable housing. This no doubt enticed a minority of racists
to move out of these areas.  

Barbodhian fore fathers were tradesmen, businessmen and willing to take a risk involving commerce. But very few of the
first settlers ventured into self-employment whilst in England in the early days. Instead they worked hard to secure a future
for their children who went on to study and partake in mainstream British society. Indeed the second generation became
Councillors, Magistrates, teachers, social workers, doctors and lawyers to name a few occupations. 

One of the explanations given for this lack of interest in setting up businesses was the fact that the majority of men who
came from Burma via India were labourers and did not own businesses. For those who even thought of business ideas
finance was a problem as they arrived virtually penniless. Those from Burma arrived with only £60 per person maximum
and one gold bangle.  

In terms of integrating with the host community they certainly did that. They spoke English, the men folk definitely
did. Whilst the women who played a pivotal role in the homes, were generally speaking not fully literate in English.
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All the photographs also show that the men were dressed in Western clothes and were part of the modern scene;
smart with shirt, ties and shoes. Many still dress like this to this day. 

This generation struggled on and preserved their cultures, traditions, languages and most importantly their faiths.
Their existence was reflected in the mosques, which sprang up in Bolton during that particular period. Their food once
despised has now overtaken fish and chips as the most popular cuisine in England. 
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This booklet should be dedicated to the likes of my grandfather, Haroon Ebrahim Ghanchi and many others who helped
out in the running of various societies and trusts around the world. I hope that others continue this charitable work
long into the future. 
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Chronology of Mosques in the period

The first makeshift mosque and madressa (teaching school) established in Bolton was at 43 Walter Street. According to
the Ordnance survey map this was an end terrace property. This was set up in 1965. It was used by the local Muslims to
send their children for Arabic and religious preaching. It was also used by the men folk to pray Salaats (compulsory prayers).
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It was inadequate in size as the communities grew. Also at the time the newly arrived communities were on the
receiving end of racial abuse and harassment. This being an end of terrace property made it an even more susceptible
target. It did not have a religious or Islamic name attached to it probably because of the uncertainty of whether the
communities would settle long term in Bolton. It was referred to as the Walter Street Mosque.

Soon after, the near by Peace Street Methodist Church was purchased by members of the local Muslim community
for the price of £7,400 in 1967. The Peace Street Methodist Church members merged with the Daubhill Methodist
Church congregation, to form the St. Peters Methodist Society. Once again it was simply referred to as Peace Street
Mosque. The name Zakaria was derived from Hazrat Sheikh Zakaria who visited the mosque in 1969. This building also
became the target of racists and the young members of the Muslim community were regularly protecting the premises
from attack and vandalism from the then minority of troublesome “teddy boys.” The current Zakaria mosque is the
oldest established mosque in Bolton. From this starting point there were other satellite mosques set up which came
under the umbrella of Zakaria.

As the Muslim community rose in numbers in the north of Bolton on Blackburn Road it was decided to purchase a
property. From donations from Muslims all over Bolton a building was purchased in 1968 in Canning Street, off
Blackburn Road. This was named “Taiyabah Mosque.” Very soon after a terrace property was purchased this time in
Pool Street, which was, called “Madina Mosque”. Pool Street was an area just on the outskirts of Bolton town centre. 

All three mosques were managed by the executive committee of the Zakaria Mosque and collectively were known
under an umbrella organisation, which was Islamic Cultural Centre. To this day the Zakaria Mosque is still referred to
as the Islamic Cultural Centre. During the same period two other mosques were set up individually notably Ashrafia
Mosque at Lower Cannon Street, just off Deane Road and Mecca Mosque just off Rishton Lane. 
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In 1975 another mosque was set up on Halliwell Road, Bolton. This mosque showed an interest in joining the Islamic
Cultural Centre and was accepted as an affiliate. By this period there were 4 mosques under the auspices of the
Islamic Cultural Centre but each mosque had their own working management committee. 

As I write this in 2002 we are nearing the completion of the “new” Zakariya Mosque, which aims to be a Jamiah
mosque capable of meeting the needs of the large Muslim population. The local press described the venture as Bolton’s
Super Mosque when plans were initially unveiled. This was Bolton’s first mosque and will in the future be the biggest
in the borough.

Deane and Derby Cricket Club 

Preamble
Deane and Derby Cricket Club was not a club just for Barbodhians but it was established by Barbodhians. Other
Gujerati Muslims were integral in playing for and helping the club. Over the years other nationalities and people of
other faiths also played for the Club. However some of the old photographs do show that the majority of players in
the early days originated from Barbodhan.

Deane & Derby Cricket Club was one of the first Asian sides in England and they were one of the first to have their
cricket ground with a clubhouse. To this day the clubhouse is still there. At one stage in its peak the club had three
sides and several junior sides as well.

History of the club
Deane & Derby Cricket Club was formed in 1969 by the Club’s present President, Raoof Haroon Raja, the club was
then known as Young Muslim Cricket Club.
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DEANE & DERBY CRICKET CLUB (Photograph 1981). L-R (standing): Yahya Raja, Ayoob Atcha, Ismail Jeewa, Muna Raja, Rashid Seedat, 
Kassim Patel, Hanif Chauhan, Ahmed Atcha, Idris Atcha, Mohammed Patel. L-R (seated): Rauf Raja, Iqbal Atcha, Bilal Adia, Suleman Atcha, Suleman Badat



Mr Raja together with aspiring young cricketers from the Gujerat State of India played friendly matches with other
local Asian teams in the Bolton and Lancashire areas. As the enthusiasm grew within the playing members in 1972
they joined the Bolton and District Cricket Association Second Division, playing on Church Road Ground as their venue.
This was the clubs first attempt to play competitive cricket at league level.

The Bolton and District Cricket Association is the oldest of Lancashire’s many cricket leagues and in fact, the second
oldest in the world, being beaten to the title by the Birmingham and District Cricket League by just 1 year. The league
also boasts that is the only organised cricket body in the world to have carried on regular unbroken competition since
the last century as other leagues ceased playing during either of the two world wars. As I write this in 2002 the league
is 114 years old and was thus set up in 1888. 

The Club was never allowed to compete with the elite of this cricket league and had their application refused on
numerous occasions. Justifiably perhaps as they would have no doubt won all the honours in this league as well. Today
in 2002 they play in the Manchester Association.

Emmanuel FC / Bridgeman and High FC / Deane & Derby FC

Football clubs have been part and parcel of the way of life for many young Muslims. Once again I must stress that
these clubs were not only the preserve of Barbodhians. However the majority of Emmanuel players were of Barbodhan
origins. Young Muslims played for clubs like Emmanuel FC. The name derived after the area that they loitered around.
This was near the Emmanuel Church on Vicarage Street, Off Cannon Street, Bolton. 

Also running was a team named Bridgeman and High FC. This team although contained Barbodhian players was
managed and run by Yusuf Pate. 
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L-R (standing): Bilal Adia, Idris Seth, Suleman Badat, Salim Raja, Abdul Aziz Adam, Iqbal Jina, Muna Raja, Arif Raja, Noor Patel,
Moosa Raja, Samad Ghanchi, Iqbal Raja, (seated): Gulam Patel, Suleman Atcha, Yunus Seth, Shokat Seedat



The most famous of the teams was Deane & Derby FC and you could call it the sister football team of the cricket team.
This was initially managed by Siraj Kala and Iqbal Raja. Thereafter for many years Salim Raja and co took over the reins.
The picture shows players from Emmanuel, in their red strip after a final between them and Althom FC (Blackburn). 

Emmanuel FC played in the Asian Football League, which comprised teams from Bolton, Blackburn, Preston and
Accrington. The League was set up by Asians from Bolton and Blackburn. This photo was taken at the cup final in
Queens Park, Bolton. The game was between Emmanuel FC of Bolton and Althom FC of Blackburn. Emmanuel won
the game 1-0 in extra time, with a penalty goal scored by Moosa Raja. The year is 1979. In the background you can
see Althom FC changing their strips. Emmanuel had two sides for a few years a “A” and “B” Team and regularly played
at Haslam Park as well as other park pitches in Bolton. The League that they played in was an Asian League set up for
Asian football teams from Bolton, Blackburn and Preston and Accrington. Yusuf Pate was instrumental in setting up
the Asian Football League. Deane and Derby FC had junior sides as well. The first junior side was to play in 1992 in
the Bolton Boys Federation and was run by Ibrahim Kala. In the late 1990’s the likes of Suleman Atcha, Mohammed
Yacoob Ali and Azam Makki helped to run junior sides, again in the Bolton Boys Federation.

Barbodhan Muslim Welfare Society

Background
To fulfil social, religious and other requirements of Muslims residing in Barbodhan, various private and public
charitable institutions were established. Four main institutions still in existence in Barbodhan are as follows,
1, Barbodhan Masjid and associated Waqf Trusts (Mosque)
2, Marhoom Mohmed Ahmed Atcha Waqf Trust (Madressa)
3, Kutub Khana-e-Islam (Library)
4, Muslim Students’ Union
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Marhoom Mohmed Ahmed Atcha Waqf Trust runs a Madressa in Barbodhan providing basic Islamic education to
children. This Trust as the name suggests was established by Mohmed Ahmed Atcha. He emigrated to Burma and
became a successful businessman. In his will he created this trust in Burma for the benefit of the Muslims residing in
Barbodhan and in Burma. The main aims of the trust were to run the Madressa, to give financial help to poor Muslims
of Barbodhan and to provide scholarships and educational expenses to poor Muslims of Barbodhan. This continued
until the late 1950’s when political scene in Burma changed and all financial support to Barbodhan was cut off. The
management of the Trust and running of the Madressa in Barbodhan was left to the trustees in Barbodhan. They found
it very difficult and struggled to keep the Madressa going without support from Burma.

Establishment of Barbodhan Muslim Welfare Society U. K.
At the same time people from Barbodhan and Burma started to come to England. Several people who came from
Burma borrowed money from the Trust for their passage to England. By the late 1950’s there were several Barbodhians
already in England. They became aware of the plight of the Trust and wanted to do something about it – initially
several individuals started collecting money to keep the madressa running in Barbodhan. Some of these were
Murhoom Mohammed Yusuf Atcha, Murhoom Ebrahim Atcha and Mohammed Ali Ghanchi. Gradually they realised
the need to formalise it as more and more Barbodhians joined them. Thus the Barbodhan Muslim Welfare Society U.K.
came into existence in 1960. This continued until 1963 when the first constitution of the society was approved in an
annual general meeting. The Society still exists today and is registered as a charitable organisation.

Activities
The first constitution included amongst its aims to run the madressa, to help poor and needy in Barbodhan and to
support members in England. But the main activity was concerned with madressa in Barbodhan.

As more and more members joined and started to contribute, the society started to expand its activities. Apart from
running the madressa it started to provide evening English classes and street lighting. Later on participated and
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completed several projects which are still benefiting the Muslims and other communities in Barbodhan and elsewhere. 
Some of the main projects were: -

• Building of first floor kutub khana.
• Building of new madressa on the same site.
• Purchase of building in Surat for running of madressa.
• Financial assistance to Muslim students union.
• Building eidgah.
• Providing funds for major repairs to Masjid.
• Providing funds for building rooms to generate income for Masjid.
• Providing funds for electrics for Masjid and Barbodhan School.
• Providing funds for a high school in Segva.
• Providing funds for a hospital in Surat.

Recent changes
All this continued until 1990 when the committee realised that membership was starting to dwindle, as number of
original members was getting smaller. Proportion of members who grew up or were born and bred in England was
increasing and they were hardly aware of the society. To combat this it was resolve to make necessary changes in the
constitution and include some activities in England as well. To increase awareness in young members they were
encouraged to join the society’s activities and make a positive contribution. 

Waqf 

Waqf is an example of the Prophet Mohammed (Peace Be Upon Him - pbuh). He was the first person to make a
Waqf in Islam and the first to instruct those who gave charity to convert their donations into Waqf. Waqf refers
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to giving property or items to charity. Waqf is a form of continuous charity; the Prophet (pbuh) said Waqf is one
of the best forms of charity. Waqf is a religious endowment, a property giving revenues, as regulated by Islamic
law. The revenues from the Waqf finance mosques, and another religious institutions. Hence, the Waqf is
considered as a part of the mosque or the institution.

A Waqf would normally be arable land, farms or oases. Assigned to the Waqf are managers and they are in charge of
securing that all revenues are spent appropriately. It is central to a Waqf that it has a permanent nature. Once a Waqf
is established, there are few possibilities for alterations of the contract. In the Arabic language Waqf means hold,
confinement or prohibition. The word Waqf is used in Islam in the meaning of holding certain property and preserving
it for the confined benefit of certain philanthropy and prohibiting any use or disposition of it outside that specific
objective. This definition accords perpetuity to Waqf, i.e., it applies to non-perishable property whose benefit can be
extracted without consuming the property itself. Therefore Waqf widely relates to land and buildings. However, there
are Waqf of books, agricultural machinery, cattle, and shares and stocks and cash money. The idea of Waqf is as old
as humanity. Muslim jurists argue that the first Waqf ever was the sacred building of kabah in Makkah (in the western
part of the Arabian Peninsula) since the Qur’an (III: 96) mentions that it is the first house of worship set for people.
Practically, all societies set aside certain lots of land and buildings, as places of worship. For ages, temples, churches
and other forms of constructions are built and devoted for religious practices. Today, the idea of Waqf is known and
practised all over the world. It exists in the western world under the name of foundations, especially religious and
charitable foundations. There are tens of thousand foundations in the United Kingdom alone.

The Mohamed Ahmed Atcha Waqf was both a religious and a philanthropic Waqf aimed at helping out the mosque
and also poor segments of the society. One such activity, which was of interest to people, was the Library in
Barbodhan. Murhoom Dawood Ghulam Nalla together with Murhoom Ayub Ahmed Atcha and Murhoom Ahmed
Hussain Atcha were the trustees for the Mohammed Atcha Waqf Trust in Burma. The Trust financially assisted several
people to come to the United Kingdom. (May Allah reward all the above mentioned with success in the hereafter).
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Questions for Profile/Interview

If you would like your interview/profile or your family’s interview/profile to go in future editions or on the website,
then please try to answer some of these questions and e-mail on to us (barbodhanmail@yahoo.co.uk). You can add
anything you wish, which may be interesting, unusual or unique. We are particularly looking for positive role models
and those who have contributed to good causes whether that is in England or elsewhere. 
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Name and date of birth, place of birth.
When the family arrived in England (or another country).
Where did they come from – India/Burma. 
Exact addresses that they lived in England (or another
country). 
At their addresses were there other people from Barbodhan
living there.
How the families raised money to come over?
How did the family raise money to buy their house?
Did they miss home – India/Burma?
First experience of school, which school, name of teacher, any
other people from Barbodhan in school or class. Could they
speak English? How did other children and teachers treat
them?
Did they go to Madressa, which one? Name of Teacher in
Madressa.

If they changed addresses where did they move to?
Did they play sport? Cricket/football. For who and where? Did
they do other recreation like roller-skating? 
Did they go watching professional sport e.g. cricket, football,
other?
Their first jobs. Where was it? How much did they get paid?
Did they save up or give to parents/family.
Their first car, what was it? How much did it cost them?
Did they go on holidays breaks i.e. Torquay
Any other good/bad memories that they are willing to share.
Do they remember who from Barbodhan was the first to get
married amongst their friends/peer group? Where was the
wedding?
Do they remember their first Eid namaz/celebrations? Did
they go anywhere special? 
Anything else that they may wish to share.
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Bridgeman and High FC
L-R (standing): Yusuf Pate (Manager), Noor Patel, Yunsu Bapu, Iqbal Patel, Isak Patel, Ilyas Ingar, Muna Raja, Babu Jina,

Salim Mulla, Yacub Motala, Sajid Patel, Faruk Kala, (seated): Rashid Adat, Suleman Mulla, Haider Ghanchi, Suleman Patel,
Yunus Seth, Bilal Ghanchi, Ebrahim Atcha, Hanif Mulla, Ayub Patel,  Dawood Atcha, Yusuf Atcha
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